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Abstract
Sea level rise due to global warming is predicted to have a large impact on human society,
especially for populations living in coastal regions and on islands. It is therefore of great im-
portance to monitor the sea level and to increase the understanding of the local hydrodynamic
and meteorological responses to a global sea level rise.
The focus of this thesis is to estimate the local sea level using Global Navigation Satel-
lite System (GNSS) signals reflected off the sea surface. These signals were recorded in two
different ways using a GNSS tide gauge at the Onsala Space Observatory, consisting of stan-
dard geodetic-type commercially off-the-shelf GNSS equipment. First, the phase-delay of the
reflected GNSS signals were recorded directly with a receiver connected to a nadir-looking an-
tenna. Together with the phase-delay of the direct signals, recorded with a receiver connected
to a zenith-looking antenna, standard geodetic analysis provided GNSS sea level observations.
Second, the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) recorded with the receiver connected to the zenith-
looking antenna, provided an indirect measurement of the reflected GNSS signals, as the re-
flected signals interfered with the direct GNSS signals and affected the recorded observables.
From analysis of the multipath oscillations, an additional type of sea level observation was
possible. Furthermore, the SNR-analysis method allowed other GNSS stations, located close
to the ocean, in different parts of the world to become GNSS tide gauges.
The GNSS-derived sea level from the GNSS tide gauge at the observatory was compared
with independent observations of sea level from co-located traditional tide gauges, showing a
high level of agreement with correlation coefficients of 0.89–0.99. The sea level results from the
phase-delay analysis performed better with respect to the traditional sea level records than the
results from the SNR-analysis. As an example, the Root-Mean-Square (RMS) differences from
1 month of observations between the GNSS-derived sea level (using frequency band L1) and
the sea level from the co-located tide gauge were 3.2–3.5 cm and 4.0–4.7 cm for the phase-delay
analysis and the SNR-analysis, respectively.
Sea level results applying the SNR-analysis for data of 5 different GNSS stations around
the world were compared to independent co-located traditional tide gauge records. The re-
sults showed RMS differences on the order of 6.2 cm for stations with low tidal ranges (up to
165 cm) and 43 cm for stations with high tidal ranges (up to 772 cm). In this case, an extended
SNR-analysis approach was applied, modelling a time dependent sea level.
Keywords: GNSS, GPS, GLONASS, GNSS-R, reflected signals, multipath, sea level, tide
gauge, phase-delay, signal-to-noise ratio
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1
Introduction
Observing and monitoring the sea level and its changes is of great importance for human society, espe-
cially for populations living in coastal regions and on islands. With the impact of global climate change
on the sea level by, e.g., melting of large masses of ice in polar and subpolar regions and bringing fresh-
water into the ocean, thermal expansion of sea water, and changes in atmospheric and ocean circulation,
these areas are highly exposed (Bindoff et al., 2007). In particular there are severe consequences from
extreme weather such as storms, extreme waves, and cyclones, which strike hard against the population
and in addition impact on the economy (Nicholls et al., 2007). An example is that it is predicted that
about 120 million people are exposed annually to tropical cyclone hazards, which killed about 250 000
people from 1980 to 2000 (Bindoff et al., 2007). With an anticipated sea level rise, the occurrences of
these extreme events are increasing and it is predicted that by the end of the 21st century, up to 332
million people living in coastal and low-lying areas will be directly affected by flooding from sea level
rise (Watkins et al., 2007). Furthermore, the displacement of these people will affect millions more.
Because of the large impact on human society, it is crucial to monitor the sea level and to increase the
understanding of the local hydrodynamic and meteorological response to a global sea level rise.
Today sea level is measured both locally with tide gauges, which has been used during the last
centuries (IOC , 2006), and globally by satellite altimetry, which has been the dominating technique for
the last 25 years. These measurements, with different spatial resolutions, are important, since the sea
level change is spatially highly non-uniform, meaning that in some regions the sea level is rising at a
higher pace than the global average whereas in other regions the sea level is decreasing (Bindoff et al.,
2007). As an example, Figure 1.1 illustrates the regional sea level trends from satellite altimetry during
the period from October 1992 to March 2010. From Figure 1.1, it is apparent that in some areas the
trend is positive, e.g., in the west parts of the North Pacific Ocean (east of the Philippines) where the
trend is around +12 mm/year, whereas in other areas the trend is negative, e.g., in the east parts of
the North Pacific Ocean (west of Middle America) where the trend is around –4.8 mm/year.
The Intergovernmental Panel of Climate Change (IPCC) is a scientific intergovernmental body with
a mission to provide comprehensive scientific assessments of the risk of climate change caused by human
activity its consequences, and the possibilities for adapting to or to mitigate the effects. The fifth assess-
ment report from the IPCC has been accepted, but not approved in detail and can therefore not be cited
(publication is expected in the beginning of 2014). However, in the previous IPCC assessment report it
is stated that the global mean sea level is rising, with scenarios of sea level rise in the range of 18 cm to
59 cm by the end of the 21st century (IPCC , 2007). From measurements using tide gauges situated on
stable land regions, the average global mean sea level rise from 1961 to 2003 was +1.8 ± 0.5 mm/year
(Bindoff et al., 2007). From satellite altimetry, however, the global mean sea level rise from 1993 to
2003 was +3.1 ± 0.7 mm/year. The discrepancy in the IPCC results from tide gauges and satellite
altimetry probably originates from a bias in the tide gauge dataset where long sea level records are
usually from coastlines (not ocean interiors) in the northern hemisphere and the utilised data are from
a small number of tide gauges (Bindoff et al., 2007).
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Figure 1.1: Regional mean sea level trends from October 1992 to March 2010 in mm/year. The image is the
result of processing of satellite altimetry data from missions Jason-1 & 2, Topex/Poseidon, Envisat, GFO,
ERS-1 & 2, and Geosat. Regional differences in sea level of –12 to +12 mm/year are visible. However, the
global rise in mean sea level has been estimated to +3.27 mm/year with a slope error of 0.6 mm/year with
a 90 % confidence interval using data from the three satellite missions Jason-1 & 2 and Topex/Poseidon.
The image was produced with data from AVISO (2011) (courtesy of CLS/CNES/LEGOS).
Sea level observations with tide gauges are measurements of the vertical distance between the sea
surface and the land surface. These measurements are relative to the Earth’s crust (Scherneck et al.,
2002), through the benchmark on land where they are established, which is in motion on different time
scales. This means that tide gauge measurements are affected by both sea level changes and land sur-
face changes. One of the important observations for coastal societies is of course the sea level change
with respect to land. However, for applications related to changes in the global ocean volume, e.g.,
the global sea level budget, and for sea level measurements in tectonically active regions, absolute sea
level measurements are necessary, i.e., sea level measurements with respect to the a terrestrial reference
frame (Church et al., 2011). This means that all land motions need to be known in order to measure the
sea level change due to ocean water volume and other oceanographic changes. It is possible to predict
Global Isostatic Adjustment (GIA) from global geodynamic models (Bindoff et al., 2007), but other
land motions are not that well known. Thus, there is a need for nearby geodetic or geological data.
Nevertheless, such datasets are not always available, and the result is that sea level measurements in
regions with major tectonic activity are often disregarded for an overall sea level analysis.
This is where measurements with Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) can contribute. One
of the main applications for GNSS is to measure position and velocity. This means that GNSS can
be used to measure land surface changes (see e.g., Lidberg et al., 2010; Scherneck et al., 2010). By
combining tide gauge observations of sea level with GNSS observations of land surface (provided that
the GNSS measurements are representative for the location of the tide gauge), it is possible to derive sea
level change with respect to the International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF), see e.g., Wo¨ppelmann
et al. (2009); Scho¨ne et al. (2009).
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The absolute sea level measurements, with the inclusion of GNSS measurements, can in addition
be of importance for calibration of satellite altimetry. By combining altimetry measurements with tide
gauge records, it is possible to correct for instrumental biases in the altimetry data (see e.g., Mitchum,
1994; Chambers et al., 1998; Mitchum, 2000), provided that the tide gauge records are not influenced
by land surface changes.
Furthermore, GNSS signals reflected off the ocean surface can be used as a single technique to
measure sea level. The advantage of using reflected GNSS signals for remote sensing of the sea surface,
compared to measurements by traditional tide gauges, is the possibility of measuring absolute sea level,
i.e., sea level with respect to the ITRF. With GNSS measurements, it is actually possible to measure
both the sea level height, i.e., sea level relative to land as measured by a traditional tide gauge, and the
land surface height, i.e., the land motion. As previously described, combining the both measurements
allows to derive absolute sea level.
There are several ways to use reflected GNSS signals to measure sea level. In this thesis, the obser-
vation of local sea level with land-based commercially off-the-shelf GNSS equipment is presented. The
measurements are carried out with a so-called GNSS tide gauge that is realised with either one antenna
(zenith-looking) or two antennae (one zenith and one nadir-looking). The sea level analysis is based on
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) data and phase-delay data, respectively.
As an introduction to the subject, The History of Sea Level Observations is presented, followed
by a section on Sea Level Observations with GNSS, which shortly guides the reader through what
has been done in the fields until now. The introduction ends with explaining the Thesis Structure,
which introduces the main part of the thesis.
1.1 The History of Sea Level Observations
Throughout time, people living close to the ocean have always utilised the water as a resource, e.g., for
food and for transportation. There are numerous historical examples, from 4000 BC, when Polynesian
traders travelled long distances in the Pacific Ocean, through the 15th century, when explorers such as
Christopher Columbus set sail going across the Atlantic Ocean to the new world, up to today, when
much of our transports are ocean-based (Stewart , 2008). However, in recent times much attention has
been given to extreme events in the ocean such as storm surges and tsunami waves together with the
rise in global sea level due to global warming. Nonetheless, what is common for the society in all these
eras is the dependency on the ocean and the necessity of observing its changes on different timescales.
Tide poles or staffs have been used to measure sea level for thousands of years. This is most probably
due to their simple (but effective) and straight forward design, consisting of a vertical pole with etched
horizontal markings, mounted to a stable structure in the water. An early example of usage is the
Nilometers used by the ancient Egyptian priests to warn their people of imminent flooding of the Nile
(Pugh, 1996). Furthermore, tide poles were also found in harbours throughout the history of seafaring,
usually constructed by engraved levels in the seawalls. This was of course especially important in regions
with high tidal range, e.g., at Avonmouth in the Bristol Channel (United Kingdom) which experience
a tidal range of about 14 m (NOC , 2010).
As previously mentioned, observations of sea level have been carried out for thousands of years.
However, understanding the mechanisms behind, e.g., the gravitational attraction of the Moon and the
Sun creating tides was not explained until the 18th century. The first historic record of connecting the
local variations in sea level to the Moon and Sun can be found in the Samaveda of the Indian Vedic
period, 2000–1400 BC (Pugh, 1996). Though, it was not until the 17th century, that three serious theo-
ries emerged: Galileo Galilei (1564–1642), the earth rotates annually around the sun and daily about its
own axis giving rise to sea motion which is modified by the seabed; Rene´ Descartes (1596–1650), space
is full of invisible matter (ether) that exerts pressure on the sea when the Moon exerts pressure on the
ether; Johannes Kepler (1571–1630), the Moon exerts gravitational attraction on the oceans (when it
is overhead) and this is balanced by the Earth’s attraction. As the heliocentric system of planets were
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gradually accepted, Kepler’s theories of gravitational attraction was adopted, but it was not until the
18th century that Isaac Newton’s (1642–1727) law of gravitational attraction could thoroughly explain
the tides (Pugh, 1996). This was also the time when observations of sea level started in Stockholm
(Sweden). This is the longest continuous time series of sea level in the world, starting from 1774 (Ham-
marklint , 2010).
The most common system for measuring sea level is probably the stilling well gauge, since the
majority of permanent gauges installed after the mid-19th century are of this type (Pugh, 1996). The
Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI) started to install stilling well gauges along
the Swedish coast in 1886 and there are now 23 permanent stations (Hammarklint , 2010). The stilling
well gauge design was first described by Moray (1666) and consists today of a vertical tube (well) of
concrete, coated steel, or plastic (∼1 m diameter) extending below the lowest sea level to be measured.
In the bottom of the well or in the lower parts of the well, small openings allow inflow and outflow of
water. A float in the well is vertically connected through a wire to a pulley (or a float wheel) and a
counterweight system to a recording device.
During the last decades, satellite altimetry has been the dominant technique for large-scale sea level
observations. The first satellite altimetry mission that delivered continuous worldwide observations of
the Earth’s oceans was the Seasat mission, which was launched in 1978 (Rosmorduc et al., 2011). The
principle of satellite altimetry is to transmit a short radar pulse, which is received by the satellite sensor
after reflection off the sea surface, and to measure the travel time that is then converted to range (Rees,
2003). Each waveform illuminates a large area of the sea surface from about 2–10 km depending on
the height of the satellite orbit, the sea surface topography, and roughness. This large scale coverage,
compared to tide gauges, is the major advantage of satellite altimetry and enables global estimates of
sea level, see Figure 1.1 for an example of regional sea level trends.
1.2 Sea Level Observations with GNSS
The evolution of GNSS started in the 1970s, with the development of the Global Positioning System
(GPS) by the United States and the Globalnaya Navigatsionnaya Sputnikovaya Sistema (GLONASS)
by the Soviet Union (Seeber , 1993). The two military systems for positioning and navigation started to
form during the 1980s with an increasing number of satellites in orbit. Even before the completion of
GPS and GLONASS in 1995, the civilian community quickly realised the potential these systems and
an exploration of the possible applications of these new systems started (Hofmann-Wellenhof , 2001;
Polischuk et al., 2002).
The first measurements of sea level with GNSS signals, were conceptual very close to the original
idea of how these system should be used, i.e., install a GNSS antenna and receiver on top of a buoy and
continuously measure its position. This was done by e.g., Hein et al. (1990), estimating wave height and
the buoys movement with the ocean currents for calibration of satellite altimetry. The idea was very
elegant, however, some technical issues were found, e.g., there needs to be nearby land-based reference
stations, additional sensors are needed to account for the dipping and tilting of the buoy, and multipath
signals, i.e., signals that have reflected in the ocean surface, need to be reduced, for high-accuracy sea
level measurements (IOC , 2006). GNSS buoys are still used today in calibration of satellite altimetry
and in tsunami detection and warning systems (see e.g., Cheng et al., 2002; Kato et al., 2005; Kuo et al.,
2012).
The technique of using the freely available GNSS signals for remote sensing of the sea level was first
proposed by Martin-Neira (1993), initiating the field of GNSS Reflectometry (GNSS-R). The idea was
to develop a spaceborne system in low earth orbit, that receives both the direct GNSS signals and the
GNSS signals that are reflected off the sea surface, for mesoscale (10–1000 km) sea level altimetry. This
system, called the PAssive Reflectometry and Interferometry System (PARIS), is still being developed
today.
With GPS and GLONASS almost fully operational, Auber et al. (1994) were researching a real-time
aircraft tracking system based on GPS, when they were surprised to find that their GPS receiver locked
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onto the signal reflected off the water, during low altitude flights. This unwanted multipath effect that
disturbed the measurements and reduced the accuracy of the position solution, also indicated the pos-
sibility to use commercial GNSS equipment for observing the sea level.
Towards the end of the decade, research in GNSS-R increased with multiple studies of receiving
reflected signals from a variety of low-altitude airborne platforms, e.g., aircraft experiments of reflected
GPS signals from the ocean using a specialised GPS receiver (Garrison et al., 1998), comparing theoreti-
cal models of ocean scattered GPS signals with experimental aircraft data from an aircraft determining
wave height, wind speed and wind direction (Komjathy et al., 1998), mapping wetlands with reflected
GPS signals (Katzberg , 1998), aircraft measurements of GPS signals reflected of sea ice (Komjathy et al.,
2000), and high precision aircraft ocean altimetry with GPS signals (Lowe et al., 2002a). In addition,
theoretical studies on receiving scattered GPS signals from the ocean with receivers in space were carried
out (see e.g., Katzberg & Garrison, 1996), culminating in the first study of actual spaceborne observa-
tions of the ocean with reflected GPS signals by Lowe et al. (2002b). This study was carried out with
the Spaceborne Imaging Radar-C (SIR-C) onboard the Shuttle Radar Laboratory-2 mission that flew
in 1994 and was followed by measurements with the GPS bistatic remote sensing experiment onboard
one of the United Kingdom’s Disaster Monitoring Constellation (UK-DMC) satellites (Gleason et al.,
2005).
At the same time, Anderson (1995) (see also Anderson, 1996, 2000) was the first to use ground-based
GPS measurements of the interference pattern in the recorded Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), originating
from the ocean-reflected signal interfering with the direct satellite signal, and relate that to sea level
height. The precision of these measurements was about 12 cm with signals recorded with standard
geodetic antennae (tilted 20◦ from the zenith to improve the reception of the reflected signals) and
receivers. This SNR remote sensing method was later developed for soil moisture measurements, snow
depth measurements, measurements of lake-ice thickness, locating reflecting objects (see e.g. Larson
et al., 2008, 2009; Jacobson, 2010; Benton & Mitchell , 2011, respectively), and local sea level measure-
ments with a GPS tide gauge (Paper III, and IV; Larson et al., 2013; Nakashima & Heki, 2013) and
with a GNSS tide gauge (Paper V).
Other land-based GNSS methods for sea level observations using one antennae directed towards
the water, receiving the reflected signal, and one antenna directed towards the satellites, receiving the
direct signal, and recording and analysing carrier-phase measurements have been developed, e.g., pond
measurements as validation for the PARIS concept (Martin-Neira et al., 2002), bridge measurements
with customised receivers (Rivas & Martin-Neira, 2006), sea state and sea level measurements with
equipment developed for commercial use (Dunne et al., 2005; Caparrini et al., 2007), bridge measure-
ments with a software receiver (Bai et al., 2011), and measurements with an experimental GNSS tide
gauge (Paper I, II, V).
During recent years, the research in GNSS-R has had an increase in interest and several propos-
als have been submitted to both European Space Agency (ESA) and National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) for satellite-based missions using the PARIS concept (Rosmorduc et al., 2011).
Previous implementations of this technique, using code correlation (correlating the reflected signals
with the well-known replicas of the GPS satellites codes) have been tested in several campaigns, see
e.g., Cardellach et al. (2009). The current research is dedicated towards cross-correlating the direct and
reflected signals using the full power and bandwidth of the GNSS signals (e.g., Rius et al., 2009; Nogue´s-
Correig et al., 2010; Rius et al., 2012; Cardellach et al., 2013), with the next phase being to implement
a PARIS in-orbit demonstrator. In addition, also other GNSS-R methods for sea level observations
are under research, e.g, altimetry based on residual observations of Doppler frequency (Semmling et al.,
2012, 2013) and measurements from correlation of direct and reflected GLONASS signals (Hobiger et al.,
2013).
The future for sea level observations with GNSS-R is bright, with two fully operational systems,
GPS and GLONASS, and two additional systems on the way, BeiDou and Galileo. This means that
there is an increasing number of reflected GNSS signals that are freely available. In addition, there are
numerous of GNSS sites around the world, continuously recording GNSS signals affected by multipath
from, e.g., the nearby ocean. This extensive GNSS-R dataset is just waiting to be analysed and turned
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into GNSS sea level.
1.3 Thesis Structure
This thesis covers the five appended articles, Paper I, II, III, IV, and V, and is aiming at giving the
reader a more comprehensive understanding of the research therein, which can be summarised as local
sea level observations using reflected GNSS signals. In addition, a few ideas and results that have not
been published before are presented along the way.
The thesis started with an introduction (Chapter 1) explaining the importance of sea level obser-
vations and how GNSS can contribute to sea level measurements: by measuring land motion and by
measuring the sea level directly. Additionally, a short Introduction to the history of sea level obser-
vations and the history of using GNSS for sea level observations was presented.
Since the thesis is dedicated to remote sensing of the ocean using GNSS signals, the next chapter
(Chapter 2) describes Global Navigation Satellite Systems. First, the general concept is presented
followed by a short insight into the two main systems today: GPS and GLONASS. Secondly, the two
upcoming systems, Galileo and BeiDou, are briefly described. Finally, the last sections are dedicated to
the permanent reference networks of GNSS receivers and their significance.
Chapter 3 focuses on Reflected GNSS Signals, investigating signal polarisation modifications due
to reflection, the size and shape of the reflective surface, and the impact of signal reflection on the GNSS
receiver performance.
The concept of the GNSS tide gauge based on commercially off-the-shelf GNSS equipment and using
GNSS Reflectometry is presented in Chapter 4, explaining the different methods for connecting the
GNSS observables to the local sea level. These methods are the phase-delay analysis, using both a
zenith-looking and a nadir-looking antenna, and the SNR-analysis, using only a zenith-looking antenna.
In addition, there is a section describing the data analysis for each method.
Furthermore, in Chapter 5, the GNSS tide gauge at the Onsala Space Observatory is described
with its different installations and with the co-located traditional tide gauges that have been used for
comparison and validation. GNSS Sea Level Results are shown for the GNSS tide gauge at the
observatory and for a few GNSS stations world wide, which have been used as GNSS tide gauges.
The final chapter, Conclusions and Future Work (Chapter 6), presents the major conclusions,
summarises Paper I to V, and introduces some ideas for the future.
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Global Navigation Satellite Systems
The evolution of Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) started in the 1970s with the develop-
ment of the Global Positioning System (GPS) by the United States and the Globalnaya Navigatsionnaya
Sputnikovaya Sistema (GLONASS) by the Soviet Union (Seeber , 1993). From the beginning, the sys-
tems were primarily designed for military use in positioning and navigation. However, the civilian
community quickly realised the potential of satellite-based positioning and found it increasingly useful
in different fields. Today, civilian GNSS applications include positioning and navigation, time transfer,
measurements of tectonic motion and post-glacial rebound, atmospheric remote sensing, near real-time
meteorology, space weather monitoring, climate research, glacier and sea ice motion, snow depth and
soil moisture measurements, tracking birds and mammals, tsunami early warning systems, landslide and
volcano monitoring systems, and remote sensing of the ocean, see e.g., Gfg2 Consortium (2013).
In this chapter, The GNSS Concept will be presented together with the two fully operational
systems today: the Global Positioning System and the Globalnaya Navigatsionnaya Sputniko-
vaya Sistema. Currently, there are also several New GNSS, either in the early stages of development
or on their way to become fully operational. These systems are introduced together with ground-based
GNSS Reference Networks, which are used for both scientific and commercial purposes.
2.1 The GNSS Concept
In general, a GNSS consists of three segments: the space segment, including the satellite constellation
and the broadcasted signals; the control segment, which is maintaining the system with orbit and clock
determination and prediction and uplinking data to the satellites through several ground stations; and
the user segment, consisting of the users (both military and civilian). An important part of the user seg-
ment is the several national and international organisations that maintain their own permanent GNSS
reference network of ground-based receivers and antennae, providing data and products to the users,
e.g., the Swedish permanent GNSS network and the International GNSS Service (IGS), see Section 2.5.
The main principle for positioning with a GNSS is to measure the distance to several satellites
with known positions (Hofmann-Wellenhof , 2001). The fundamental observable is the signal propaga-
tion time from each satellite to the receiver. Each satellite signal is continually marked with its own
transmission time and the carrier frequency is modulated with a known code (both depending on the
multiple access technique of the specific GNSS). By correlating the received satellite signal with a signal
replica generated in the receiver, it is possible to acquire the signal propagation time. Multiplying the
propagation time with the signal velocity (approximately the speed of light) yields the range between
the satellite and the receiver. However, since the satellite and the receiver clocks are not perfectly
synchronised, this range is influenced by clock errors. Therefore, the measurement is not of the true
range and is thus called the pseudorange. Each measurement of pseudorange contains four unknowns:
the three dimensional coordinate of the true range (or actually the three dimensional coordinate of the
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receiver, since the positions of the satellites are known) and the clock errors. This means that at least
four satellite observations are needed to solve this equation system.
The previously mentioned positioning concept is valid for measurements with the code, that is mod-
ulated on the carrier frequency on each satellite signal, and is performed with the correlation in the
receiver (Hofmann-Wellenhof , 2001). This type of measurement is used for positioning with, e.g., car
navigation systems and mobile phones, and positioning solutions with code measurements typically have
accuracies of a few metres.
After correlation, the code and the navigation message (information about the satellite health, clock,
orbit, and different corrections) are removed from the carrier signal (Hofmann-Wellenhof , 2001). The
phase of the incoming signal is then compared with the phase of the signal replica generated in the
receiver to perform a phase measurement. This means that the receiver can only determine the phase
difference between the received signal at reception and the generated signal replica and not the full
pseudorange. Consequently, this means that the observation is ambiguous by an integer number of
wavelengths, which is called the integer or phase ambiguity (Hofmann-Wellenhof , 2001). The phase
ambiguity is, however, the same for a given satellite-receiver pair as long as the receiver can keep
continuous lock on the satellite signal. The observation of the phase measurements in units of metres
can according to Teunissen & Kleusberg (1998) be described as
λΦjA = ρ
j
A + c (τA − τ j) + ZjA − IjA + λN jA +  (2.1)
where the left side of Equation 2.1 is the wavelength of the carrier λ times the observed carrier phase
in units of cycles ΦjA. The right side of Equation 2.1 consists of the geometric range to the satellites
ρjA, the signal velocity (the speed of light in vacuum) c, the clock bias in the receiver τA, the clock
bias in the satellite τ j , the delay caused by the neutral atmosphere ZjA (also called tropospheric delay),
the ionospheric delay IjA, the wavelength of the carrier, the phase ambiguity N
j
A, and the unmodeled
errors , e.g., multipath and receiver noise. Superscript j and subscript A denote satellite and receiver,
respectively.
As seen in Equation 2.1, the GNSS signals are affected when passing through the Earth’s atmo-
sphere. This contribution is for convenience separated into a tropospheric and an ionospheric delay. The
troposphere is the lower part of the Earth’s atmosphere from the surface to about 10–16 km defined
by decreasing temperature with increasing altitude (actually the whole neutral atmosphere going up
to 50 km is loosely referred to as the troposphere in GNSS data analysis). Because of the presence of
neutral atoms and molecules, the GNSS signals are delayed in the troposphere (Teunissen & Kleusberg ,
1998). The delay can be divided into Zenith Hydrostatic Delay (ZHD), which is caused by induced
dipoles in the molecules, and the Zenith Wet Delay (ZWD), which is mainly caused by the permanent
dipole moment of water vapour. The ZHD is the major part of the delay with a magnitude of about
2.3 m for a site at sea level and at standard atmosphere (1013 hPa). Since this delay is slowly varying as
a function of pressure it can be estimated in the zenith direction using surface pressure measurements,
see Saastamoinen (1971). The ZWD is smaller than the ZHD and can range from less than 1 cm to
40 cm. Nonetheless, the distribution of water vapour is highly variable and cannot be predicted accu-
rately. Therefore, in high-accuracy positioning, the ZWD has to be treated as an unknown parameter
and estimated together with the other parameters. To a first approximation, both ZHD and ZWD are
handled together as a slant delay called Zenith Total Delay (ZTD), which is mapped to the directions
of the observations using mapping functions, see e.g. Davis et. al (1985); Niell (1996).
The ionosphere is the upper part of the Earth’s atmosphere, approximately 50–1000 km above the
surface. Here the significant amount of free electrons, due to ionising radiation mostly from the Sun,
delays the code measurements and advances the carrier phases (Hofmann-Wellenhof , 2001). The total
amount of free electrons along the propagation path is defined as the Total Electron Content (TEC)
and can vary between 5–60 TECU (1 TECU = 1 × 1016 electrons/m2) depending on solar activity,
time of day, season, and satellite and observation site position (Ma et al., 2009). However, by using the
ionospheric-free Linear Combinations (LC), two phase measurements from two different frequencies, the
delay can be removed to the first order (99.9 %), see Herna´ndez-Pajares et al. (2007).
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The last term on the right side of Equation 2.1 consists of additional errors which are hard to model,
e.g., receiver characteristics, which are built-in, and multipath signals, i.e., satellite signals that have
reflected from structures in the surroundings of the antenna before reaching the antenna. Nevertheless,
the effect of multipath signals can be mitigated by, e.g., microwave absorbing material on the bottom
of the antenna, see Ning et al. (2011).
Carrier-phase measurements according to Equation 2.1 are used in most high-accuracy applications,
e.g., tectonic motion and atmospheric remote sensing. The positioning solutions for these types of mea-
surements have accuracies on the centimetre level and below.
2.2 Global Positioning System
The Global Positioning System (GPS) is today the most known GNSS due to it being the only fully
operational system during the late nineties and until 2011. It was initially proposed by the United States
Department of Defence in 1973, and had the first satellite launch in 1978 (Hofmann-Wellenhof , 2001).
The nominal constellation consists of 24 satellites in 6 evenly spaced nearly circular orbit planes (4 satel-
lites per plane). Each orbit plane is inclined 55◦ with the satellites at an altitude of 20 200 km above the
Earth’s surface. This constellation was finally realised in 1995 and today the GPS constellation consists
of 31 fully operational satellites (GPS World , 2012a). The orbital period for each satellite is 12 sidereal
hours (11 h 28 min 2 s), which means that each satellite makes approximately two revolutions per day.
GPS is currently using the two carrier signals L1 (f = 1575.42 MHz, λ = 19.05 cm) and L2
(f = 1227.60 MHz, λ = 24.45 cm). However, on newer generation satellites there is a third carrier
signal L5 (f = 1176.45 MHz, λ = 25.48 cm) for Safety-of-Life (SoL) applications in aviation (GPS
World , 2012a). Additionally, the new generation satellites have an increased signal power, 6–10 dB, to
improve operations.
In order to distinguish between satellites the GPS uses Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA).
This means that each satellite is given a unique code with which it can be distinguished from the other
satellites. In practice, each satellite is given two unique PseudoRandom Noise (PRN) codes, which are
modulated on the two main carriers (Hofmann-Wellenhof , 2001). These PRN codes are the civilian
Coarse/Acquisition-code (C/A-code) and the military Precision-code (P-code). The C/A-code is less
precise than the P-code and modulated on the L1 carrier for civilian use. The P-code is modulated
on both carriers, but it is encrypted and can only be used by the military. Since 2005, there is also
a second civilian code, which is modulated on the L2 carrier called L2C (Inside GNSS , 2006). The
new L2C signal does not have a higher signal power compared to the L1 C/A-signal. However, with
a more robust code structure and improved error-correcting methods, it can be used more effectively,
leading to a greater data recovery than for the original L2 signal (Gakstatter , 2006), which improves e.g.,
dual-frequency applications such as correction for ionospheric errors (Inside GNSS , 2006). Currently,
11 satellites transmit the L2C signal and 4 satellites transmit the L5 signal (UNAVCO , 2013).
In addition to the PRN codes there is a data message modulated on both carriers. This message
consists of status information, satellite ephemeris (orbital parameters), satellite clock biases, and addi-
tional correction data (Hofmann-Wellenhof , 2001). For comparison to other GNSS, see Table 2.1, with
a list of the main parameters of the four systems presented in this thesis.
2.3 Globalnaya Navigatsionnaya Sputnikovaya Sistema
The development of the Globalnaya Navigatsionnaya Sputnikovaya Sistema (GLONASS) started in 1976
in the Soviet Union. Several satellites were launched during 1982 and the system was fully operational
in 1995. However, due to the collapse of the Russian economy, the maintenance of the system was re-
duced during several years until the early 2001, when a restoration was started (Polischuk et al., 2002).
GLONASS is now maintained by Roscosmos (the Russian Federal Space Agency) and is today again
fully operational with 24 operational satellites and 3 in-orbit spare satellites (GPS World , 2012b).
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The nominal constellation consists of 24 satellites distributed into three equally spaced orbital planes.
Each orbital plane, containing 8 evenly spaced satellites, has an inclination of 64.8◦, providing a higher
latitude coverage than the GPS (Hofmann-Wellenhof , 2001). The nearly circular orbits are on an al-
titude of 19 100 km above the Earth’s surface with an orbital period of 11 h 15 min 44 s. The orbits
are designed so that the satellites take over each others positions, i.e., after one day the satellites in the
orbital plane pass over the same spot as the previous satellite in that orbital plane. The repeat time for
a satellite is 8 siderial days.
The GLONASS signal structure is different from that of GPS (Hofmann-Wellenhof , 2001). The
PRN codes are the same for all satellites, and the way to distinguish between satellites is instead by
using Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA). This means that for each satellite two individual
carrier signals are assigned which lie around the center frequencies L1 (f = 1602.00 MHz, λ = 18.71 cm)
and L2 (f = 1246.00 MHz, λ = 24.06 cm) in the frequency ranges 1598.06–1605.38 MHz (18.76–18.67 cm
wavelengths) and 1242.94–1248.62 MHz (24.12–24.01 cm wavelengths), respectively. The channel sepa-
rations are 562.5 kHz (L1) and 437.5 MHz (L2), with only 14 channels for 24 satellites. This is solved
by assigning the same carrier frequencies to satellites located on opposite sides of the planet. These
satellites will never be in view at the same time by a receiver on the surface of the Earth.
A C/A-code is modulated on the L1 carriers and a P-code is modulated on both L1 and L2 car-
riers (Hofmann-Wellenhof , 2001). Both the C/A and the P-code are freely available. There is also a
navigation message which is transmitted every 30 min containing the satellite position, velocity, and
acceleration vectors.
For the future, GLONASS will in addition to the FDMA signals in L1 and L2 transmit CDMA
signals on L1, L2, L3 (f = 1207.14 MHz, λ = 24.83 cm) and possibly on L5 (f = 1176.45 MHz,
λ = 25.48 cm) (GPS World , 2012b). The first launch of a satellite transmitting a CDMA signal on L3
was in February 2011, which opens up for international GNSS interoperability with the current CDMA
system GPS and the future European CDMA system Galileo (GPS World , 2011). For comparison to
other GNSS, see Table 2.1, with a list of the main parameters of the four systems presented in this thesis.
2.4 New GNSS
During recent years, several new GNSS and regional satellite navigation systems have evolved from both
commercial and scientific interests and are today in different stages of development. Two of the new
global systems that are currently advancing in different stages of deployment are the Galileo system of
the European Union, with four satellites currently in orbit for a validation phase (ESA, 2013a), and the
BeiDou system of the People’s Republic of China, already with regional coverage and plans of launching
additional satellites for global coverage (Chong , 2009).
2.4.1 Galileo
The Galileo project started in the 1990s by proposals from different countries that merged into a joint
program for the European Union and ESA in 1999 (Benedicto et al., 2006). As a part of the system de-
velopment and testing, two experimental Galileo In-Orbit Validation Element (GIOVE) satellites were
launched in 2005 (GIOVE-A) and in 2008 (GIOVE-B)(Gao et al., 2008). These two satellites transmit-
ted an experimental signal, securing the frequency spectrum, and allowed for testing of the payload and
spacecraft environment. This in-orbit validation phase continued with four operational satellites that
were launched, in pairs, in October 2011 and October 2012, providing the minimum required number
of satellites for positioning and timing testing (ESA, 2013a). The next Galileo launch is planned for
mid-2014 with two Full Operational Capability (FOC) satellites that are currently under testing (Inside
GNSS , 2013b).
The planned satellite constellation consists of 30 satellites in three equally spaced orbital planes
(ESA, 2013b). Each orbital plane, containing 9 evenly spaced satellites and 1 active spare satellite,
has an inclination of 56◦. The nearly circular orbits are on an altitude of 23 222 km above the Earth’s
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Table 2.1: General information about the four main Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) that are
available today. The today fully operational GNSS are the United States Global Positioning System (GPS)
and the Russian Globalnaya Navigatsionnaya Sputnikovaya Sistema (GLONASS). In addition, the European
Union are currently validating their Galileo system with four orbiting satellites, and the People’s Republic of
China is increasing the number of satellites in its BeiDou system with the aim of achieving global coverage
in 2020.
GPS GLONASS Galileo BeiDou
Affiliation United States Russia Europe China
Satellites 31 (24)a 27 (24)a 4 (27)a 4 (27)ab
Orbital planes 6 3 3 3b
Orbital height (km) 20 200 19 100 23 222 21 150b
Orbital period 11 h 28 min 11 h 15 min 14 h 7 min 12 h 53 minb
Orbital inclination 55◦ 64.8◦ 56◦ 55.5◦b
Multiple access CDMA FDMAc CDMA CDMA
Carrier frequencies (MHz) 1575.42 1598.06–1605.38 1575.42 1561.098
1227.60 1242.94–1248.63 1278.75 1589.742
1176.45 1207.14 1207.14 1207.140
1176.45 1176.45 1268.520
Current status fully fully in-orbit partly
operational operational validation operationald
a Number of operational satellites and number of satellites for the nominal constellation.
b Numbers are for the BeiDou Medium Earth Orbit constellation. In addition, BeiDou
has satellites in Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO) and in Inclined GeoSynchronous
Orbit (IGSO), see Chong (2009).
c In the future, GLONASS will in addition to transmitting FDMA signals in the L1 and
L2 bands also transmit CDMA signals on L1, L2, L3, and possibly also L5, see
GPS World (2012b).
d BeiDou has regional coverage, which is achieved with 5 GEO, 3 IGSO, and 4 Medium
Earth Orbit satellites, see Chong (2009); Inside GNSS (2013a).
surface with an orbital period of 14 h 7 min, repeating every tenth sidereal day.
Similar to GPS, Galileo uses CDMA to distinguish between satellites. The system is inter-operable
with GPS and GLONASS, transmitting signals in the L-band (European Union, 2010). The Galileo spec-
ified signal bands are E5 (E5a: f = 1176.45 MHz, λ = 25.48 cm; E5b: f = 1207.14 MHz, λ = 24.83 cm),
E6 (f = 1278.75 MHz, λ = 23.44 cm), and E1 (f = 1575.42 MHz, λ = 19.03 cm). In addition to the
code modulated on the carrier signals, there is also a message consisting of status information, satellite
ephemeris, satellite clock biases, and additional correction data. For a comparison to other GNSS, see
Table 2.1, with a list of the main parameters of the four systems presented in this thesis.
2.4.2 BeiDou
The People’s Republic of China has had plans since the 1980s to build an independent GNSS and com-
pleted its regional navigation system BeiDou-1 (BD-1) in 2003 (Chong , 2009). In 2005, the development
of the successor of BD-1, called BeiDou-2 (also known as BDS and COMPASS) started with the first
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launch in 2007 (Inside GNSS , 2013a). BeiDou was established as a fully operational regional system in
2012 with the plan of global coverage before 2020.
In contrast to other GNSS, the BeiDou space segment consists of three different orbit constellations
(Chong , 2009). The primary nominal constellation consists of 27 satellites in three equally spaced nearly
circular orbital planes in Medium Earth Orbit (MEO; similar to other GNSS). The altitude is 21 150 km
above the Earth’s surface with an orbital period of approximately 12 h 53 min and the inclination of
55.5◦ (ILRS , 2012). In addition, there will be 5 satellites in Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO) with an
altitude of ∼35 786 km above the Earth’s surface, and 3 satellites in Inclined GeoSynchronous Orbits
(IGSO). Both the GEO and IGSO will have an orbital period equal to the Earth’s rotational period,
however, because of the inclination of the IGSO, the satellites in this orbit will move in a north-south
analemma once each siderial day. The current BeiDou space segment consists of 5 satellites in GEO,
5 satellites in IGSO, and 4 satellites in MEO (Inside GNSS , 2013a).
Similar to GPS and Galileo, BeiDou uses CDMA to distinguish between satellites and transmits
in the L-band (Chong , 2009). The specified signal bands for BeiDou are B1 (f = 1561.10 MHz,
λ = 19.20 cm), B1−2 (f = 1589.74 MHz, λ = 18.86 cm), B2 (f = 1207.14 MHz, λ = 24.83 cm),
and B3 (f = 1268.52 MHz, λ = 23.63 cm). For a comparison to other GNSS, see Table 2.1, with a list
of the main parameters of the four systems presented in this thesis.
2.5 GNSS Reference Networks
With the evolution of GNSS, national and international ground-based networks have been constructed.
These networks consists of antennae and receivers continuously recording GNSS data for use in various
applications in both real-time and post-processing. The different applications can be everything from
improving existing GNSS models to applied research in, e.g., land uplift and tectonic motion of the
Earth’s crust or atmospheric remote sensing, which significantly contributes to the international GNSS
community. In Scandinavia there are several regional networks, e.g., the Swedish permanent GNSS
network, contributing with data to the IGS, which provides both data and products free of charge for
scientific use.
2.5.1 International GNSS Service
The International GNSS Service (IGS) is a non-commercial voluntary international confederation, con-
sisting of more than 200 organisations in over 80 countries, supporting scientific research using GNSS
(Dow et al., 2009). The IGS was officially established in 1994 as a service of the International Associ-
ation of Geodesy (IAG), but has been active already since 1992 under a different name. The service is
self-governed by its members, where each organisation contributes with its own resources.
The foundation of the IGS is the global network of GNSS stations, see Figure 2.1, from which data
are provided by the different organisations (Dow et al., 2009). Both the data and the different products
obtained from the data are provided free of charge. The initial and primary products are the GPS orbit
and clock correction solutions, e.g., final solution satellite orbits and satellite and station clocks with
with the accuracy of ∼2.5 cm and ∼75 ps Root-Mean-Square (RMS)/∼20 ps standard deviation, respec-
tively. However, products also include other orbit and clock solutions, GLONASS final ephemeris, earth
rotation parameters, and atmospheric parameters. Recently, also real-time streaming and applications
have become an interest for the IGS. In the future, IGS products will most probably involve Galileo and
BeiDou data and products.
In addition to providing data and products, the IGS manages several working groups and pilot
projects involving scientist from all over the world. The reason is to coordinate the research in fields of
interest for the IGS and to develop future IGS products (Dow et al., 2009). Examples of working groups
and pilot projects are the Antenna Working Group (dedicated to antenna phase centre determination),
the Multi-GNSS Experience (dedicated to tracking, comparison, and analysis of all GNSS signals), Ref-
erence Frame Working Group (dedicated to station position and velocity products and earth rotation
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Figure 2.1: A world map showing the global distribution of the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)
stations (black dots) contributing to the International GNSS Service (IGS) network. The IGS data are provided
by regional GNSS networks with stations consisting of a receiver-antenna pairs, continuously recording GNSS
data. The IGS analysis centres analyse the data and provides free of charge products such as satellite orbits
and clock corrections. The image is in courtesy of NASA/JPL-Caltech and IGS (Dow et al., 2009).
parameters and maintains the list of stations for the realisation of the International Terrestrial Reference
Frame), the RealTime Working Group (dedicated to design and development of the real-time tracking
network and products), and the Tide Gauge Benchmark Monitoring Pilot Project (dedicated to analyse
data from stations near tide gauges).
2.5.2 Scandinavian Networks and BIFROST
The Swedish permanent GNSS network (SWEPOS) was established in 1993, realised a full opera-
tional capability in 1998, and is maintained and operated by the National Land Survey of Sweden
(Lantma¨teriet) (Johansson et al., 2002). Today SWEPOS consists of 41 reference stations, which are
placed on solid bedrock throughout the country (Engberg et al., 2013). Each reference station consists
of a concrete pillar with a temperature regulation constant at 15◦ C. Furthermore, there are about 244
additional SWEPOS stations for densification of the network that are mounted on, e.g., buildings.
In addition to SWEPOS there are other Nordic permanent GNSS networks: the Finnish network
maintained by the Finnish Geodetic Institute, FinnRef, was built during the same time as SWEPOS
and consists today of 20 permanent reference stations installed on bedrock (Ha¨kli et al., 2013); the
Norwegian network, SATREF, started in 1989, is maintained by the Norwegian Land Survey (Statens
kartverk), and consists of about 150 stations (of which a few are installed on bedrock) (Vestol , 2013);
and the Danish network, REFDK, constructed in the beginning of the 1990s with 10 permanent stations,
maintained by the Danish Geodata Agency (Keller et al., 2013).
These permanent GNSS networks are used in several research projects, where perhaps the most
comprising is the Baseline Inferences for Fennoscandian Rebound Observations Sea Level and Tectonics
(BIFROST) project which started in 1993, see e.g., Johansson et al. (2002); Scherneck et al. (2002);
Lidberg et al. (2010); Scherneck et al. (2010). The goal of the project is to use GNSS observations to
determine the three-dimensional movement of the Earth’s crust and to use the result in models of GIA
in Fennoscandia. In the beginning, the analysis was based on observations from SWEPOS and FinnRef,
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Figure 2.2: Vertical (bar) and horizontal (arrow) motion in Northern Europe from analysis of GPS data
acquired over the period 1996–2006. The legend shows 10 mm/year in the vertical and 1 mm/year in the
horizontal component. Data from SWEPOS, FinnRef, SATREF, REFDK, and other northern European GNSS
networks are used. The image is in courtesy of Martin Lidberg and can be found in Lidberg et al. (2010).
but during recent years the network has evolved into using also SATREF, REFDK, and a selection
of stations from northern Europe (see Lidberg et al., 2010; Scherneck et al., 2010). As an example of
the results obtained with data from SWEPOS and the other European networks, Figure 2.2 show the
velocity field (vertical and horizontal motion) in Northern Europe from analysis of GPS data acquired
over the period 1996–2006.
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Reflected GNSS Signals
In many applications, reflected GNSS signals are regarded as something unwanted, e.g, the direct satel-
lite signals reflect off objects in the surroundings of the installation and reach the antenna. These signals
then interfere with the direct satellite signals, affect the GNSS observables recorded by the receiver, and
reduce the accuracy of the measurements. These reflected signals, or multipath signals, are one of the
major error sources in high-accuracy positioning and there are numerous studies in the geodetic commu-
nity on how to mitigate the effect, e.g., Georgiadou & Kleusberg (1988); Elo´segui et al. (1995); Hannah
(2001); Park et al. (2004); Bilich et al. (2008); Ning et al. (2011).
However, after the introduction of reflected GNSS signals for remote sensing of the sea level by
Martin-Neira (1993), the research with reflected GNSS signals, or GNSS Reflectometry (GNSS-R), has
evolved into its own field with both ground-based and spaceborne measurements. Examples of GNSS-R
include remote sensing of sea level from the ground, e.g, Anderson (2000); Dunne et al. (2005); Paper
I to V, and from space, e.g., Gleason et al. (2005), soil moisture, e.g, Larson et al. (2010), snow depth,
e.g., Larson et al. (2008, 2009), lake-ice thickness, e.g., Jacobson (2010), and locating reflecting objects,
e.g., Benton & Mitchell (2011).
The common denominator of all the above mentioned examples is of course reflected signals. In this
chapter, a general introduction to Reflections is given, focusing especially on GNSS signals reflected
off the sea surface. Concepts like polarisation, reflection coefficients, and reflection surface will be in-
troduced and discussed. In addition, a few comments are made on the effect of surface roughness on
the reflected signals.
3.1 Reflections
In order to measure and analyse reflected GNSS signals, it is necessary to investigate how these signals
differ from directly received GNSS signals. First, the effect on the signal polarisation from signal reflec-
tion from a medium is reviewed using the Fresnel reflection coefficients for specular reflection. Second,
the size and shape of the surface contributing to the reflection, approximated by the first Fresnel zone,
is studied for different satellite elevation angles. Third, a few notes on the effect on the signal from
increasing surface roughness and how this affects the tracking performance of a standard geodetic GNSS
receiver.
3.1.1 Signal Polarisation after Reflection
The polarisation of an electromagnetic wave is defined as how the electric and magnetic field propagate
in space, e.g., (Rees, 2003). Since the electric field is perpendicular to the magnetic field, and both fields
are perpendicular to the propagation direction, the components of the electric field is generally used to
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describe the polarisation.
In order to investigate how the Right-Hand Circularly Polarised (RHCP) GNSS signal is affected
from reflection off different media with different electrical properties, the Fresnel reflection coefficients
for specular reflection can be used (see e.g., Rees, 2003; Hannah, 2001). The Fresnel reflection coeffi-
cients, for reflection off a non-magnetic media, can for horizontal (ΓH) and vertical (ΓV ) polarisation
be expressed as
ΓH =
sin θ −
√
η − cos2 θ
sin θ +
√
η − cos2 θ ; ΓV =
η sin θ −
√
η − cos2 θ
η sin θ +
√
η − cos2 θ (3.1)
where the satellite elevation angle of the incoming wave is denoted θ and the complex dielectric constant
is denoted η. The complex dielectric constant depends on the relative dielectric constant ηr (also called
relative permittivity), the conductivity of the reflecting medium σ, and the wavelength λ, according to
η = ηr − j 60λσ. Note that both the relative dielectric constant and the conductivity are functions of
signal frequency.
Since the GNSS satellite signal is circularly polarised, it is convenient to express the linear reflection
coefficients from Equation 3.1 as circular reflection coefficients with a co-polarised (original), ΓO, and a
cross-polarised (opposite), ΓX , component according to
ΓO =
ΓH + ΓV
2
; ΓX =
ΓH − ΓV
2
(3.2)
The complex-valued circular reflection coefficients in Equation 3.2, can be used to describe the am-
plitude and phase of the reflected signal relative to the incident signal. A simulation of the relative
magnitude and phase of the circular reflection coefficients (Equation 3.2) for different reflection surfaces
is presented in Figure 3.1 (top and bottom, respectively) as co- and cross-polarisation components for
different elevation angles. The reflection surfaces used are wet ground, fresh water, and sea water and
their respective values of the dielectric constants (30, 80, 20) and conductivity (0.2, 0.2, 4 S/m) are
representative for the GPS L1 frequency (1.575 GHz) and are taken from ITU (1992).
The magnitudes of the reflection coefficients, see Figure 3.1 (top), for the different media behave
quite similar. The co-polar components decrease with increasing elevation angle, from 1 to 0, whereas
the cross-polar components increase with increasing elevation, from 0 to 0.8 (0.7 for wet ground). With
different magnitudes of the co- and cross-polar components, the resulting polarisation is elliptic, whereas
with equal magnitudes, called the Brewster angle (at about 10.3◦, 6.4◦, and 8.0◦ for wet ground, fresh
water, and sea water, respectively), the resulting polarisation is linear. This can also be seen in Fig-
ure 3.1 (bottom), where the phase of the co- and cross-polar components are equal (this is easiest to see
for reflection off sea water), thus the polarisation is linear.
Because of the transmitted RHCP GNSS signal, the co-polar and the cross-polar components can
be viewed as RHCP and Left-Hand Circularly Polarised (LHCP) components, respectively. Looking at
Figure 3.1 (top), for elevation angles below the Brewster angle, the predominant signal component is
the co-polar, or the RHCP, and hence the result is right-hand elliptical polarisation. Conversely, for
elevation angles greater than the Brewster angle, the predominant signal component is the cross-polar,
or LHCP, and hence the result is left-hand elliptical polarisation. This means that to record GNSS
signals reflected off, e.g., the sea surface, at low elevations (i.e., below the Brewster angle), the most
feasible approach would be to use an RHCP antenna and contrarily, to record GNSS signals reflected
off the sea surface at high elevations (i.e., above the Brewster angle), the most feasible approach would
be to use a LHCP antenna.
Another important conclusion from Figure 3.1 (top) is that the magnitude of the LHCP component
of the reflected signal is always lower than the RHCP signal before reflection and reaches at maximum
0.7–0.8 (depending on reflection media) for elevation angles closer to 90◦.
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Figure 3.1: Magnitude (top) and phase (bottom) of the circular Fresnel reflection coefficients for wet
ground (green), fresh water (blue), and sea water (cyan), presented as co-polarisation (solid line) and cross-
polarisation (dashed line) for the GPS L1 frequency. Values of the reflection coefficients are relative to the
incident wave. The magnitudes of the co-polar components decrease with increasing elevation angle, whereas
the cross-polar components instead increase with increasing elevation and dominate for angles larger than
the Brewster angle (here between 6.4◦ and 10.3◦). The phase of both the co- and cross-polar components
are stable between 177◦ and 180◦ for reflection off wet ground and fresh water, whereas for reflection off sea
water, the co- and cross-polar components are only equal at the Brewster angle.
3.1.2 Reflection Surface
Since a GNSS satellite signal illuminates a large region of the surface, the reflection off the sea surface
can not be considered to originate from only one single geometric point, the specular point. Instead,
reflections from the illuminated area surrounding the specular point will contribute to the total reflected
signal. In order to approximate this reflection surface, specular reflection is considered, meaning that
both the incident and the reflection angles are equal and lie in the receiver-transmitter plane, the
reflection surface is perfectly flat, and the reflected signal power is coherent and governed by the Fresnel
equations (see e.g., Katzberg & Garrison, 1996; Masters et al., 2004). Based on these assumptions, the
reflection area can be described by the first Fresnel zone. The first Fresnel zone, with the specular point
in the centre, is defined by a phase change of the signal, across the reflective surface, of less than half
the signal wavelength. The semi-major axis (a) and the semi-minor axis (b) of the first Fresnel zone (or
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Figure 3.2: The extent of the reflective surface approximated by the first Fresnel zone for an antenna
at height 4.3 m over the surface. The contours describe the reflective surfaces, for GPS observations at
frequency L1, for elevation angles 5
◦ (magenta dashed line), 7◦ (cyan solid line), 15◦ (green dashed line),
30◦ (blue solid line), and 50◦ (red dashed line). The corresponding areas are 338 m2, 173 m2, 38 m2, 10 m2,
and 4 m2, respectively. The GPS antenna is represented as a left-pointing triangle, located in the origin, and
the specular point for each surface is marked with a plus sign.
ellipse) can be calculated as
a =
√
λh sin θ
sin2 θ
; b =
√
λh sin θ
sin θ
(3.3)
where the GNSS wavelength is denoted λ, the height of the receiving antenna over the reflector is de-
noted h, and the elevation angle of the transmitting satellite is denoted θ. As an example of the extent
of the reflective surface, Figure 3.2 illustrates the first Fresnel zone for an antenna at height 4.3 m over
the reflecting surface for a GPS satellite at elevation angles of 5◦, 7◦, 15◦, 30◦, and 50◦, transmitting
the L1 frequency.
From Figure 3.2 it is possible to get an idea of the size of the reflective surface for different elevation
angles, e.g., a high elevation angle corresponds to a small reflective surface and a low elevation angle
corresponds to a large reflective surface. A change in elevation angle at low elevations seems to change
the size of the reflective surface more than a change in elevation angle at high elevations, see e.g., Fig-
ure 3.2 where the difference in reflection area for elevations 5◦ to 8◦ and for elevations 30◦ to 50◦ is
165 m2 and 6 m2, respectively.
Another way of illustrating the reflective surface is to directly compare the area of the surface (pi a b)
with different antenna heights and for different elevation angles. Simulations of the area of the reflective
surface from Equation 3.3 are shown in Figure 3.3 for antenna heights over the surface of 1–10 m and
with a GPS satellite at elevation angles of 0.6◦–90◦, transmitting the L1 frequency. For ease of viewing,
Figure 3.3 is divided into three contour subplots for elevation ranges 0.6◦–2.0◦ (top), 2◦–20◦ (bottom
left), and 20◦–90◦ (bottom right) with the area given in m2. It is clear that for a decrease in the elevation
angle or an increase in the antenna height, the size of the reflective surface increases. As seen before, for
low elevation angles, Figure 3.3 top and bottom left, the reflecting surface is very large (up to 5000 m2)
compared to high elevation angles, Figure 3.3 bottom right, where the reflecting surface is small (below
1 m2).
Another important factor regarding the reflective surface is its orientation and ellipticity. The
semi-major axis of the elliptic surface extends in the same direction as the vector from the receiving
antenna to the sub-satellite point. This means that the reflective surface is continuously moving with
the satellite. The ellipticity of the surface is only dependent upon the elevation angle and goes from
0 (circular area) to 1 (extending to infinity) as e = cos(θ). This means that for high elevation angles,
the reflective area is nearly circular and close to the antenna, whereas for low elevations the area is
highly elliptical extending far away from the antenna, see Figure 3.2. Additionally, for observations to
multiple GNSS satellites, there are multiple reflective surfaces, that are continuously changing with the
satellites changing elevations. These reflective surfaces will at times overlap and cover the same area on
the water surface.
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Figure 3.3: Reflective surface in m2, approximated by the first Fresnel zone, for observations from a single
GPS satellite (frequency L1) as a function of antenna height over the reflector versus satellite elevation angle.
The figure is divided into three contour subplots with the elevation angle ranges of 0.6◦–2.0◦ (top), 2◦–20◦
(bottom left), and 20◦–90◦ (bottom right). To the right of each image is a colorbar showing the contour
area range. In addition, white lines indicating equal area are shown with the area value in the figures.
3.1.3 The Effect of Surface Roughness on the Reflected Signal
For an increasing sea surface roughness, the coherent part of the reflected signal decreases together with
an increase in the incoherent part. It is therefore expected that at a certain sea surface roughness,
the receivers’ tracking loop cannot distinguish the signal from the noise, since the coherent part of the
reflected signal is too small (assuming that a standard geodetic GNSS receiver is used to record the
reflected signal). As a result, the receiver will lose track of the satellite signal. Examples of this are
shown in Paper II, where the number of phase observations recorded by the receiver is decreasing for
increasing wind speeds (which is correlated with sea surface roughness), and in Paper V, as the differ-
ence between the GNSS-derived sea level and the tide gauge record increases for increasing wind speeds.
Increasing wind speed was in both cases used as an indication for sea surface roughness, since direct
measurements of sea surface roughness were not available. This means that the receiver hardware and
its internal firmware are limiting factors (at least for a standard geodetic GNSS receiver) for receiving
GNSS signals reflected off the sea surface directly.
For an increasing sea surface roughness, it is also expected that the signal after reflection will spread
more in space than for specular reflection. This changes the reflection area on the sea surface which will
extend to a so-called glistening zone surrounding the specular reflection point (Katzberg & Garrison,
1996).
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4
GNSS Reflectometry
The field of GNSS Reflectometry (GNSS-R) started with a proposal by Martin-Neira (1993) to use the
freely available GNSS signals for remote sensing of the sea level. The idea was to record both the direct
GNSS signals and the GNSS signals that are reflected off the sea surface in order to measure the sea
level. Following this idea, there have been numerous of different methods and techniques for using the
reflected GNSS signals for sea level observations from ground-based platforms (e.g. Anderson, 2000;
Martin-Neira et al., 2002; Dunne et al., 2005; Larson et al., 2013; Nakashima & Heki , 2013, Paper I
to V), from airborne platforms (e.g., Garrison et al., 1998; Lowe et al., 2002a; Cardellach et al., 2013),
and from spaceborne platforms (Lowe et al., 2002b; Gleason et al., 2005).
This thesis is focused on using standard geodetic commercially off-the-shelf GNSS equipment for
recording both the direct satellite signals and the satellite signals that are reflected off the sea surface.
The GNSS signals are recorded by a so-called GNSS tide gauge, which is a rather broad concept includ-
ing both one and multi-antennae installations and analysis of code, phase-delay or Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(SNR) data (e.g., Anderson, 2000; Martin-Neira et al., 2002; Dunne et al., 2005; Rivas & Martin-Neira,
2006; Caparrini et al., 2007, Paper I to V). The GNSS tide gauge can in theory actually be any GNSS
installation close to the ocean.
The GNSS tide gauge presented in this thesis builds upon the concept of bistatic radar measure-
ments at L-band to estimate the local sea level. Each GNSS satellite broadcasts carrier signals that are
received both directly and after reflection off the sea surface. Two standard geodetic-type two-frequency
GNSS receivers are used to track and record the direct and the reflected signals. These data, either
from both receivers or from one of the receivers, are analysed in post-processing or near real-time to
extract sea level information.
In this chapter, The GNSS Tide Gauge will be introduced and described in detail. This will be
done both by explaining the concept, connecting to Chapter 3 with reflected signals, and by presenting
two different techniques, recording the signals with one or two antennae, and the respective analysis
methods, Phase-Delay Analysis and SNR-Analysis.
4.1 The GNSS Tide Gauge
The GNSS tide gauge consists of two antennae mounted back-to-back, preferably aligned along a local
vertical, on a beam extending out over the coast line. One of the antennae is Right-Hand Circularly
Polarised (RHCP) and zenith-looking, receiving the direct GNSS signals in the main lobe of the antenna
radiation pattern, see Figure 4.1. Solving for the position of this antenna results in land surface height
with respect to the International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF), i.e., the position with respect to
the Earth’s centre of mass. This is similar to what is continuously done for stations in national and
international permanent GNSS networks, e.g, the Swedish permanent GNSS network (SWEPOS) and
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Figure 4.1: Schematic drawing of the bistatic radar concept and the GNSS tide gauge. The GNSS satellite
transmits a Right-Hand Circularly Polarised (RHCP) signal which is received both directly, by the upward-
looking RHCP antenna, and after reflection off the sea surface, when the signal changes polarisation to dom-
inantly Left-Hand Circular Polarisation (LHCP) or actually left-hand elliptical polarisation, by the downward-
looking LHCP antenna. In addition, a portion of the reflected signal reaches the back of the RHCP antenna,
interferes with the direct signal, and affects the recorded data. This multipath effect is strongest for satellite
observations from low elevation angles. Solving for the positions of the two antennae allow for sea level
height with respect to the International Terrestrial Reference Frame and using the multipath affected data
it is possible to determine the sea level height with respect to the RHCP antenna.
the International GNSS Service (IGS), see Section 2.5.
The other antenna is Left-Hand Circularly Polarised (LHCP) and nadir-looking, facing the sea sur-
face and receiving the GNSS signals that have reflected off the sea surface in the antenna main lobe (see
Figure 4.1). From Section 3.1.1 we know that when the GNSS satellites’ RHCP signals reflects off the
sea surface the polarisation changes into dominantly LHCP, or at least Left-Hand Elliptical Polarisation
(LHEP), for satellite elevation angles larger than about 8◦.
For the GNSS tide gauge there are simultaneous observations from multiple satellites with different
elevation and azimuth directions at each epoch. Since the total reflective surface consists of overlapping
individual elliptic area from several satellite observations distributed over the sea surface (they can
also be overlapping), the total surface will continuously change its size, see Section 3.1.2. In addition,
changes in sea level due to tides and meteorological forcing (can be seen as changes in antenna height
in Figure 4.1), will also affect the size of the reflective surface.
As described, the GNSS tide gauge installation is constructed to receive the direct GNSS signals
with the upward-looking RHCP antenna, in the same way as a geodetic GNSS station in order to be
able to solve for an accurate position with respect to the ITRF, and to maximise the number of received
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reflected GNSS signals with the downward-looking LHCP antenna. The sea level height can then be
derived by solving for the position of the LHCP antenna, since the reflection occurs at different heights
depending on the sea level height. Combining both measurements results in sea level with respect to
the ITRF.
The antennae will not only receive signals through the front or the main lobe, they will also receive
a portion of the signals through the back or through side lobes. For example, the direct GNSS signal
reaches the RHCP antenna, but at the same time a portion of the direct signal has reflected off the
sea surface and reaches the back side of the RHCP antenna. This multipath signal interferes with the
direct signal and affects the recorded data. The effect is of course highly dependent on the antenna
radiation pattern, and for geodetic GNSS antennae, the effect is strongest for satellite observations from
low elevation angles. Multipath signals are often seen as an error source, however, in this case it opens
up another possibility of measuring the sea level with an antenna that is oriented away from the actual
object of interest. Analysis of the multipath affected data results in sea level height with respect to the
RHCP antenna. Combining the sea level height with the position of the RHCP antenna with respect
to the ITRF results in sea level with respect to the ITRF.
4.2 Phase-Delay Analysis
The concept of phase-delay analysis with the GNSS tide gauge is similar to that of high-accuracy po-
sitioning with GNSS, i.e., determine the position of the two antennae or actually the distance between
them (the baseline). The zenith-looking RHCP antenna is connected to a standard geodetic GNSS
receiver, recording the phase-delay of the direct GNSS signals. After reflection off the sea surface,
the RHCP satellite signals change polarisation into dominantly LHCP, or LHEP, for observations from
satellite elevation angles of over 8◦ (see reflection coefficients in Section 3.1.1). The phase-delay of
the reflected LHCP signals are then recorded by a standard geodetic GNSS receiver connected to the
nadir-looking LHCP antenna.
Since the reflected signals experience an additional path delay compared to the directly received
signals, the nadir-looking antenna will appear to be a virtual zenith-looking antenna located below the
sea surface, see Figure 4.2. The position of this virtual antenna will be at the same distance below the
sea surface as the actual LHCP antenna is located above the sea surface.
With a vertical change in the sea surface, the additional path delay of the reflected signals changes.
Hence, the LHCP antenna appears to change its vertical position. This means that the height of the
nadir-looking antenna over the sea surface ha is directly proportional to the sea surface height. Utilising
the geometry in Figure 4.2, ha can easily be related to the vertical baseline between the two antennae
∆v according to
∆v = 2ha + d (4.1)
where d is the vertical separation of the phase centres of the two antennas and θ is the satellite elevation
angle. This means that with the GNSS tide gauge, it is possible to monitor both changes in land surface
height with respect to the ITRF, with the zenith-looking antenna, and changes in sea surface height,
with the nadir-looking antenna. Additionally, by combining measurements from both antennas, local
sea level with respect to the ITRF can be obtained.
4.2.1 Positioning Using Phase-Delay Observations
In order to discuss analysis of GNSS phase-delay data, there is a need to recapitulate a few ideas
from Chapter 2. The GNSS observation is basically a measurement of travel time, which makes the
process highly dependent on accurate clocks. Furthermore, the desired receiver position is determined
towards multiple satellites, meaning that it is crucial to have precise satellite orbits for a highly accu-
rate determination of the receiver position. With this in mind, there are several ways to analyse GNSS
phase-delay data, see e.g., Blewitt (1997); Hofmann-Wellenhof (2001). To start with, recall the GNSS
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Figure 4.2: Schematic drawing of the GNSS tide gauge for the phase-delay analysis. The phase-delay
of the direct and the reflected signal are recorded separately by a receiver connected to the Right-Hand
Circularly Polarised (RHCP) zenith-looking antenna and a receiver connected to the Left-Hand Circularly
Polarised (LHCP) nadir-looking antenna, respectively. The RHCP satellite signals change polarisation to
LHCP after reflection. Through geodetic analysis of the phase-delay, the baseline between the antennae
can be determined and related to the height of the nadir-looking antenna over the sea surface, ha, and the
vertical distance between the antenna phase centres, d. Since ha is directly proportional to the sea surface
height and it is straight forward to determine the position of the zenith-looking antenna with respect to the
International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF), from the GNSS tide gauge it is possible to achieve local
sea level with respect to the ITRF. Other figures explaining the concept can be found in Paper I, II, and V.
phase observation equation (Equation 2.1), modeling the phase-delay measurement as a function of the
geometric range to the satellites, signal propagation effects in the atmosphere, clock biases for both
the receiver and the satellites, and phase ambiguity parameters for each satellite. Solving for a single
receiver position with Equation 2.1, means that a large number of parameters need to be estimated.
Hence, this implies that an even larger number of observations is required for an accurate determination.
This is possible using the Precise Point Positioning (PPP) strategy (Zumberge et al., 1997), but in a
situation where the number of observations is limited, e.g., a GNSS tide gauge with reflections from the
sea surface, the results are often not satisfying. Another way would be to do a differential analysis, i.e.,
combining several satellite observations and solving for the baseline between two receivers, which can
remove several unknowns during certain circumstances (Blewitt , 1997).
Differential solutions can be formed in several ways. To start with, first consider the GNSS observa-
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tion equation (Equation 2.1) for two different receivers, denoted by subscript A and B, with observations
to the same satellite, denoted by superscript j,
LjA = ρ
j
A + c (τA − τ j) + ZjA − IjA +BjA +  (4.2a)
LjB = ρ
j
B + c (τB − τ j) + ZjB − IjB +BjB +  (4.2b)
with the same parameter notation as in Equation 2.1 except for Ljn and B
j
n, which are the observed
carrier phase measurements Ljn = λΦ
j
n and the phase ambiguity parameters (B
j
n = λN
j
n) in metres
from receiver n, respectively. By taking the difference between Equation 4.2a and Equation 4.2b, the
single difference phase equation for each epoch, ∆LjAB , is formed as
∆LjAB = ∆ρ
j
AB + c∆τAB + ∆Z
j
AB −∆IjAB + ∆BjAB (4.3)
where the difference between the two receivers is denoted by ∆ and double subscript. Assuming that
the satellite clock biases, τ j , are identical for simultaneous observations to the same satellite, the
differential satellite clock bias term is left out from Equation 4.3 (Blewitt , 1997). Additionally, for
shorter receiver separations, the differential terms for the neutral atmosphere (the troposphere), ∆Zj ,
and the ionosphere, ∆Ij , cancel out. For single differencing the tropospheric component can usually be
ignored for receiver separations of less than 30 km and the ionospheric component for separations of less
that 1–30 km, depending on ionospheric conditions. With these assumptions, the observation equation
for each epoch simplifies to
∆LjAB = ∆ρ
j
AB + c∆τAB + ∆B
j
AB (4.4)
containing the measured carrier phase differences between the two receivers expressed in metres, ∆LjAB ,
the differences in geometry or baseline between the receivers, ∆ρjAB , the receiver clock bias differences,
∆τAB , and the phase ambiguity parameter differences, ∆B
j
AB .
The term for the difference in geometry in Equation 4.4, can be expanded and expressed in a local
coordinate system using the azimuth, α, and elevation, θ, angle for each satellite according to
∆ρjAB = ∆e sin(α
j) cos(θj) + ∆n cos(αj) cos(θj) + ∆v sin(θj) (4.5)
where ∆e, ∆n, and ∆v are the east, north, and vertical components of the baseline between the two
receivers, respectively. If the horizontal baseline is known, both the east and north baseline component
can be moved to the left side of Equation 4.4, reducing the number of unknowns in the analysis. If the
horizontal baseline is zero, the east and north contribution can be disregarded.
Taking the difference between two receivers (A and B) and two satellites, denoted by superscript j
and k, forms the double difference phase observation for each epoch ∇∆LjkAB . This is the same as taking
the difference between two single difference observations, i.e., the difference between Equation 4.3 for
two satellites (or the difference between Equation 4.4 for two satellites assuming a short baseline) and
results in
∇∆LjkAB = ∇∆ρjkAB +∇∆BjkAB (4.6)
where the double differenced parameters are denoted by ∇ and double superscript. Since a short base-
line is assumed, the double differenced terms for the troposphere, ∇∆Zj , and the ionosphere, ∇∆Ij ,
are left out of Equation 4.6. However, systematic effects due to unmodeled atmospheric errors increase
slightly for double differences as compared to single differences (Blewitt , 1997). The same holds true
for random errors, e.g., from measurement noise and multipath. On the other hand, the satellite clock
bias cancels out for double differences (left out of Equation 4.6), which would create much larger errors.
In addition, the double difference equation is especially advantageous for GPS observations (and other
systems using code division multiple access to separate between satellites), since the double differenced
phase ambiguity parameters become integers. This can be achieved in the analysis with integer am-
biguity resolution, i.e., resolving the unknown cycle ambiguity of each double differenced observation,
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e.g., using the Least-squares AMBiguity Decorrelation Adjustment (LAMBDA) method developed by
Teunissen (1993). Integer ambiguities are not the case for double differenced GLONASS observations,
since the visible satellites have different carrier frequencies.
For short baselines, the double differenced geometry in a local coordinate system, ∇∆ρjkAB , can
easily be obtained by taking the difference between the single difference geometry for two satellites, i.e.,
the difference between Equation 4.5 for two satellites.
It is also possible to form additional differences to Equation 4.6, e.g., triple differences (between
double differences at different epochs). For triple differences the ambiguity parameters are eliminated if
the parameters have not changed between epochs and if they have changed they will appear as outliers.
The disadvantage with triple differences is that the precision is reduced due to correlations between
observations in time (Blewitt , 1997).
4.2.2 GNSS Software Packages
There are currently several software packages available for processing of GNSS phase-delay data using
the equations presented in Section 4.2.1, e.g., the GNSS-Inferred Positioning SYstem and Orbit Analysis
SImulation Software (GIPSY-OASIS) version 6.2 (Zumberge et al., 1997), the Bernese GNSS Software
version 5.2 (Dach et al., 2007), and GAMIT-GLOBK version 10.4 (Herring et al., 2010). All three are
extensive processing packages that have been developed during several years from processing of static
GNSS data to include processing of kinematic datasets. Today they are used all over the world for
continuous processing of permanent GNSS networks and for various GNSS research projects.
Even though these GNSS software packages are all very extensive, there are some applications where
they cannot be used with full satisfaction. As previously mentioned, the GNSS tide gauge dataset is
somewhat different from traditional geodetic datasets. The setup is basically a kinematic situation: the
reflective surface is moving, implying that the nadir-looking antenna, in a data analysis sense, is moving.
In addition, the reflected signals have lower SNR than the direct signals and with the desired reflections
only originating from satellites in the sea surface direction, and not from the full hemisphere, the num-
ber of observations are reduced. Furthermore, since the reflective surface is ever-changing, the coherent
part of the reflected signal varies and this results in a higher number of cycle slips and disruptions in
the signal reception, than in the traditional geodetic case.
In the mentioned setup, a customised processing strategy could thus be more beneficial. Designing
the software for a specific situation would provide full insight to the processing and the possibility to
easily review each step. In addition, developing your own software secures a high level of independence
and flexibility.
4.2.3 Data Analysis of Phase-Delay Observations
In Section 4.2.1, different phase-delay analysis methods were discussed, presenting single and double
difference equations (Equation 4.4 and 4.6, respectively). In this chapter, the phase-delay analysis will
be discussed from a more practical point of view, highlighting some ideas that can be of advantage in
the analysis, and taking examples from Paper I, II, and V.
Before the analysis, it is of importance to assure the data from the reflected signals (received with
the LHCP antenna) originate from the sea surface and not from other reflectors. This can be done with a
simulation of the size of the reflective surface, approximated by the first Fresnel zone (see Section 3.1.2),
and comparison of the results to the geometry at the site in order to determine suitable azimuth angles
for analysis. A matter of equal importance is which elevation angles that should be considered in the
analysis. In Section 3.1.1, it was determined that for higher elevation angles than 8◦, the amplitude
of the LHCP component of the reflected signal was stronger than the RHCP component. Since the
nadir-looking antenna of the GNSS tide gauge is LHCP, it can therefore be argued that the elevation
angles to use in the phase-delay analysis should at least be higher than 8◦. However, it is known that
for lower elevations, the effect of multipath signals, interfering with the direct signals, is the highest (see
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e.g, Georgiadou & Kleusberg , 1988; Elo´segui et al., 1995). This was also seen in the SNR data recorded
for Paper I (see Figure 5). In order to reduce the multipath effect, it can therefore be beneficial to avoid
analysis of data from observations with low elevation angles. For example, in Paper I and II, only data
recorded from satellites with elevation angles of over 20◦ was analysed. Using another GNSS tide gauge
installation, the elevation limit was set to 15◦, see Paper V.
For continuous observations of multiple satellites during several epochs, the differenced observations
(Equation 4.4 and 4.6) can be expressed as a linear system of equations, Dx = y + , consisting of the
vector, y, of observed differenced phase measurements; the vector, , containing the unmodeled effects
and the measurement noise; the design matrix, D, containing partial derivatives for the vertical baseline,
the phase ambiguity parameters, and the differences in the receiver clock bias (for single differences);
and the vector, x, containing the estimated parameters for the baseline, the phase ambiguity parame-
ters, and the differences in clock bias (for single differences).
When solving the linear system of equations using least-squares, there is no need for estimating all
the parameters at every epoch. This is of course dependent on the dataset and the application (static
or kinematic), but there are some general constraints that can be applied in the analysis. The phase
ambiguity parameters will remain the same for any given satellite or satellite pair as long as the receivers
have continuous track of that satellite or satellite pair. However, if the receivers lose track, e.g., due to
signal obstruction or excessive noise, a new ambiguity parameter has to be estimated. The differences in
receiver clock bias for single differences, on the other hand, is unpredictable and needs to be estimated
every epoch. For static analysis, the baseline components remain the same each epoch, whereas for
kinematic processing the components are estimated at every epoch or with another temporal resolution
depending on the application.
The primary phase-delay analysis that has been included in this thesis is with single differences (see
Equation 4.4). There are two main reasons for this. First, one extra observation is needed to form
double differences as compared to single differences and for our configuration with reflected signals,
the number of observations is limited. Second, the goal has always been to analyse GNSS data, i.e.,
data from GPS and GLONASS (and additional GNSS), using the same models, and since GLONASS
satellites have different carrier frequencies, it is not possible to solve for integer ambiguities.
The sea level is obviously kinematic, i.e., it is moving continuously. However, because of the limited
number of (reflected) observations from the sea surface, it is useful to limit the number of parameters
that needs to be estimated each epoch. One example is the vertical baseline between the antennae, see
Equation 4.5. In order to reduce the number of unknowns, the tide gauge installation can be constructed
so that the antennae are aligned horizontally and thus the horizontal components of the baseline become
zero (δe = δn = 0). A useful assumption is that the sea level is static during a shorter time period, i.e.,
the sea level is not moving vertically during a period of a few minutes to a few tens of minutes, and one
vertical component can be estimated during this time. For the phase-delay analysis in Paper I, II, and
V, one vertical baseline (or static sea level) has been estimated during the time interval of 20 min. If a
higher temporal resolution of the sea level is desired, it is possible to first analyse the sea level as static
during, e.g., 20 min, and then re-analyse the sea level, using the ambiguity parameters from the static
solution, for a wanted temporal resolution up to the sampling rate of the GNSS data, see e.g., Lo¨fgren
et al. (2010).
Assuming that the phase centres of the antennae are aligned horizontally, or that the horizontal
distance is known, simplifies the analysis. However, in order to assure this, the phase centre variations
of the antennae need to be included in the analysis. The antenna phase centre variations can account
for several mm in the line of sight for the GNSS observations for each antenna. These phase centre
variations have not yet been included in the phase-delay analysis software used in Paper I, II and V.
As mentioned before, it can be beneficial to use double difference analysis for GPS data. There are
several methods to fix the ambiguity parameters to integers in the double difference analysis. One of the
more advantageous methods is the LAMBDA method, see Teunissen (1993, 1994, 1995). The procedure
for analysis using ambiguity fixing with the LAMBDA method can be described in three steps. First,
a least-squares solution of Equation 4.6, estimating the ambiguity parameters as floats. Second, the
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float ambiguities are adjusted to integers with the LAMBDA method, using a re-parametrisation of the
ambiguities and third, the least-squares solution is fixed using the integer ambiguities.
4.3 SNR-Analysis
GNSS antennae are designed to be sensitive to the direct RHCP satellite signals. This is achieved by
the antenna radiation pattern focusing the antenna gain for RHCP signals towards zenith and decreas-
ing the gain with decreasing elevation angle, see e.g. the radiation pattern for Leica AR25 (Bedford
et al., 2009). In parallel, the sensitivity for LHCP signals from the sky is reduced by about 13–23 dB,
compared to the zenith gain for RHCP signals. At the same time, the antennae are designed to suppress
unwanted signals from below the horizon, so-called multipath, which are signals that are reflected in
the surrounding environment before reaching the antenna. For signals from below the horizon (negative
elevation angles), the antenna gain is always 9 dB less than at zenith direction, and it is decreasing with
decreasing elevation angle (towards –90◦). In addition, at small negative elevation angles (0◦ to –30◦),
the RHCP gain is 2–7 dB larger than the LHCP gain.
Despite the design efforts to suppress signals from below the horizon, a portion of the direct signals
reflects off the surroundings of the installation and reaches the antenna, see Figure. 4.3. These multi-
path signals interfere with the direct signals and affect the GNSS observables recorded by the receiver.
This is one of the major error sources in high-accuracy positioning with GNSS and there are numerous
studies on how to model and mitigate the effect, e.g., Georgiadou & Kleusberg (1988); Elo´segui et al.
(1995); Hannah (2001); Park et al. (2004); Bilich et al. (2008); Ning et al. (2011).
The multipath interference is created by the phase difference in the receiver between the direct and
the reflected satellite signal. This phase difference changes when the satellite moves across the sky,
creating an interference pattern. All GNSS observables are affected, but the interference pattern is es-
pecially visible as oscillations in the recorded SNR. From the frequency of these multipath oscillations,
it is possible to derive the distance between the horizontal reflector and the antenna phase centre, called
the reflector height. This means that for the data from the zenith-looking antenna of the GNSS tide
gauge, or for data from any zenith-looking GNSS antenna close to the ocean, it is possible to derive
the distance to the sea surface, see Figure 4.3. Furthermore, this distance is anticorrelated with the sea
level height.
The connection between multipath oscillations of the recorded SNR and the reflector height has been
known since the 1980s, see e.g., Bishop et al. (1985); Georgiadou & Kleusberg (1988). However, it was
Anderson (1995), see also Anderson (1996, 2000), who associated the SNR oscillations with sea level
observations using a tilted GPS antenna. The method was later further developed for remote sensing of
the environment close to the antenna, e.g., for sensing soil moisture (Bilich et al., 2007; Larson et al.,
2008), snow depth (Larson et al., 2009), locating reflecting objects (Benton & Mitchell , 2011), and sea
level (Larson et al., 2013, ; Paper III, IV, and V).
4.3.1 Reflector Height from Recorded SNR
Multipath signals contaminate the recorded GNSS observables since the receiver tracking loop locks
onto the composite signals consisting of the direct and the reflected satellite signal, see e.g., Figure 4.3.
The effect can be clearly seen in the recorded SNR data, which are the raw signal strengths or the
SNR values from the receiver for the phase observations (Gurtner & Estey , 2013), and can be related
to the multipath environment. This means that SNR is a scaled version of signal amplitude, assuming
a constant noise level, that is usually derived from the carrier tracking loop of the GNSS receiver. The
tracking loop can be described, according to Ward (1996) (see also e.g., Georgiadou & Kleusberg , 1988;
Bilich et al., 2007) as the phase relationship between the in-phase (I) and the quadrature (Q) channels,
see Figure 4.4.
In a multipath-free situation, the phasor diagram (see Figure 4.4) contains only the contribution
from the direct signal, i.e., the single phasor of amplitude Ad, which is equivalent to the SNR. The
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Figure 4.3: Schematic drawing of the GNSS tide gauge for the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) analysis. The
GNSS signal from the satellite is directly received by the antenna for elevation θ. Additionally, the satellite
signal is reflected off the sea surface before reaching the antenna. The reflected signal, or multipath signal,
interferes with the direct signal, affecting the recorded observables. This effect is especially visible in the
recorded SNR as oscillations. From the frequency of these multipath oscillations it is possible to derive the
distance between the antenna phase centre and the reflector, i.e., the reflector height hr. The reflector height
is anticorrelated with the sea level height. Other figures explaining the concept can be found in Paper III,
IV, and V.
carrier phase is measured by the phase angle φd, which is nonzero if the local and incoming phase
angle are misaligned. With multipath present, one or multiple additional phasors are added to the
diagram. Here the multipath phasor, or reflected signal phasor, is described by the amplitude Ar and
the multipath relative phase angle ψ (relative to the phase angle of the direct signal phasor), which
is directly related to the geometry. With the additional signal, the receiver tracking loop attempts to
track the composite signal with amplitude Ac and phase angle φc. The composite signal is the vector
sum of all phasors, containing both the direct and reflected signal, implying that the SNR is equivalent
to the composite signal amplitude. Using a simplified model for GNSS signal tracking, with one direct
signal and one signal reflected off the smooth planar surface (specular reflection), the composite SNR
and the phase error δφ = φc − φd, originating from tracking with the additional multipath signal as
compared to tracking only the direct signal, can be expressed through the law of cosine and geometric
relationships in Figure 4.4 as
tan(δφ) =
Ar sin(ψ)
Ad +Ar cos(ψ)
(4.7a)
SNR2 = A2c = A
2
d +A
2
r + 2AdAr cos(ψ) (4.7b)
When a GNSS satellite moves across the sky, the reflection geometry changes. This implies that the
phase difference between the direct and the reflected signal changes and from Equation 4.7b it is evident
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Figure 4.4: The carrier tracking loop of a GNSS receiver presented as a phasor diagram, illustrating the
relationship between the in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) channels. During conditions with no multipath, the
phasor diagram contains only the direct signal of amplitude Ad and phase φd and the SNR measurement is
equivalent to Ad. With multipath present, the additional phasor from the reflected signal with amplitude Ar
and phase angle ψ (relative to φd), is added. With the additional signal, the receiver records the composite
signal with amplitude Ac and phase φc, which will bias the phase measurement by δφ. Moreover, the SNR
measurement is equivalent to the amplitude of the composite signal. The figure is inspired by Figure 1 in
Bilich et al. (2007).
that the amplitude of the SNR changes, creating an interference pattern. Note that the amplitudes in
Equation 4.7b are affected by the antenna gain pattern. As previously mentioned, the direct signal is
preferred more by the antenna gain pattern than the reflected signal and in addition the reflected signal
is attenuated upon reflection, see Section 3.1.1, which makes Ad  Ar. The means that since Ad is
large in magnitude, the overall magnitude of the SNR should be large, and slowly varying, during a
satellite pass. Furthermore, the multipath contribution should have a small amplitude, but vary oscilla-
tory. Moreover, the magnitude of the reflected signal is highly affected by the reflective surface and the
satellite elevation angle, see e.g., Figure. 3.1 top, illustrating the magnitudes for reflection coefficients
with reflection from different media. Considering that the antenna gain pattern prefers the RHCP sig-
nals more than the LHCP signals for small negative elevation angles, i.e., for specular reflections from
satellite signals with elevation angle of about 0◦ to 30◦, the dominant part of Ar is from RHCP signals.
From Figure. 3.1 (top), the RHCP reflection coefficients for these elevations are rapidly decreasing with
increasing elevation. This implies that Ar decreases with increasing elevation and also that the ampli-
tude of the multipath oscillations in the SNR will decrease with increasing elevation.
The phase error due to multipath from Equation 4.7a can, assuming that Ar/Ad  1 and neglecting
higher order terms in Ar/Ad, be approximated by
δφ ≈ Ar
Ad
sin(ψ) (4.8)
where ψ is the previously mentioned multipath relative phase angle, i.e., the difference in phase between
the direct and the reflected signal. From Equation 4.7b, the relative phase angle is causing the multipath
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oscillations of the SNR. Furthermore, assuming a planar reflector, the relative phase angle in radians
(rad) can be derived geometrically from the path delay δ of the reflected signal as
ψ =
2pi
λ
δ =
4pi hr
λ
sin(θ) (4.9)
where hr is the distance between the antenna phase centre and the reflecting surface (reflector height),
λ is the signal wavelength, and θ is the satellite elevation angle. The frequency of the multipath
oscillations can be obtained by the rate of change of the relative phase angle from Equation 4.9, in rad,
here assuming that both the elevation angle and the reflector height are time dependent, as
fψ =
dψ
dt
=
4pi
.
hr
λ
sin(θ) +
4pi hr
λ
cos(θ)
.
θ (4.10)
where
.
θ and
.
hr are the rate of change of the elevation angle (dθ/dt) and the reflector height (dhr/dt),
respectively. By performing a change of variable to x = sin(θ), Equation 4.10 can be rewritten in rad
(rad/ sin(θ)) as
dψ
dx
=
dψ
d sin(θ)
=
dψ
dt
dt
d sin(θ)
=
(4pi .hr
λ
sin(θ)+
4pi h
λ
cos(θ)
.
θ
) 1
cos(θ)
.
θ
=
4pi
λ
(.
hr
tan(θ)
.
θ
+hr
)
(4.11)
Equation 4.11 shows that the frequency of the multipath oscillations, with respect to the sine of
the satellite elevation angle, can be divided into two parts. First of all, assuming a constant reflector,
i.e., the reflective surface is not moving, Equation 4.11 simplifies to 4pi hr/λ. This means that as a
function of sine of elevation angle, the frequency of the multipath oscillations is constant and could
be derived from spectral analysis (see e.g., Georgiadou & Kleusberg , 1988; Bilich et al., 2007, Paper
III and V). Second, with a time dependent reflector (moving reflector), Equation 4.11 becomes more
complex. However, the left term on the right-hand side can be seen as a correction to the term for
a constant reflector (right term). This was first described by Larson et al. (2013), see also Nievinski
(2013) and Paper IV, after finding that the assumption of a constant reflector for a coastal GPS tide
gauge experiencing high tidal variations (>7 m) was not sufficient and resulted in differences between
reflector height solutions from rising and setting satellite arcs.
This correction term (4pi
.
hr tan(θ)/(λ
.
θ); the left term on the right-hand side of Equation 4.11)
contains the rate of change of the reflector height and has therefore been called a height-rate correction
(Larson et al., 2013). The difficulty is of course that in order to accurately determine the unknown
parameter, i.e., the reflector height, there needs to be prior knowledge of the rate of change of the
unknown parameter. The correction thus requires either a model of the rate of change of the reflector
or additional observations of the reflector height, e.g., from the reflector height solution assuming a
constant reflector (provided that the results are sufficient) or from another technique such as a nearby
traditional tide gauge. The latter is of course not acceptable if the GNSS tide gauge should be used as
an independent technique.
4.3.2 Data Analysis of SNR Observations
It has previously been shown that the reflected satellite signals interfere with the direct satellite signals,
creating an interference pattern in the recorded SNR, and how the frequency of this interference pat-
tern can be related to the height of the antenna above the reflecting surface. In this section, the same
process will be described, but from a more practical point of view, illustrated with real GNSS obser-
vations from a GNSS tide gauge located on the coast and thus receiving reflected signals from the ocean.
The SNR value is a scaled version of the signal amplitude (assuming a constant noise level), that is
derived from the carrier tracking loop of the GNSS receiver. The quantity is usually given as carrier-
to-noise-density ratio (C/N0), i.e., the signal power divided by the noise power spectral density in
decibel-Hz (dB-Hz). Using the noise bandwidth (B), the SNR can be converted into units of decibels
(dB, in logarithmic scale), watt per watt (in linear scale), or volt per volt (the square root of the SNR
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in linear scale) according to SNR = (C/N0)/B, see Joseph (2010).
As an example of SNR observations affected by multipath, data from the same satellite recorded at
different days in 2012, day-of-year (doy) 4 and doy 27, with a GNSS tide gauge, setup as in Figure 4.3,
are presented in Figure 4.5 (top), for satellite elevation angles of 0◦ to 20◦. The time period of each ob-
servation is about 40 min. As previously described (see Section 4.3.1), the multipath effect on the SNR,
the envelope of the oscillations, is most dominant for lower satellite elevations and the amplitude of the
envelopes decrease with increasing elevation angle. From Figure 4.5, it is apparent that the frequencies
of the multipath oscillations are different for the two different SNR observations. The frequency of the
SNR oscillations depends on the satellite-reflector-antenna geometry. In this case, the observations are
from two different days, with the reflector (the sea surface) being at two different vertical positions.
In order to isolate the multipath contribution of the SNR observations, i.e., the SNR oscillations, the
overall increasing arc of the SNR data for each satellite is usually removed. As previously mentioned,
this arc is mostly dependent on the signal strength and the antenna gain pattern, see Equation 4.7b
and Equation 4.8. Removing the arc is done either by fitting and removing a low-order polynomial,
see e.g., Larson et al. (2009); Paper III, IV, and V, or by filtering, see Benton & Mitchell (2011). The
remaining SNR signal from each arc, consisting of the multipath oscillations, is often called detrended
SNR (δSNR) and can be described by
δSNR = A cos(fψ + ϕ) (4.12)
where A is the amplitude, fψ is the frequency of the SNR oscillations, which is a function of sine of
the elevation angle (see also Equation 4.10), and ϕ is the phase offset. As an example of δSNR, the
data from the same satellite recorded at different days in 2012, doy 4 and doy 27, with a GNSS tide
gauge setup as in Figure 4.3, are presented in Figure 4.5, bottom. The δSNR is constructed by fitting
and removing a second-order polynomial from the data in Figure 4.3 (top), clearly showing the SNR
oscillations for each satellite observation.
For multipath from a reflector that can be assumed to be constant during the observation, i.e., not
moving vertically, the frequency of the oscillations in the δSNR (or in SNR) is constant as a function of
sine of satellite elevation angle, see Equation 4.11 for
.
hr = 0. This is illustrated in Figure 4.5, bottom,
showing oscillations with a constant frequency for each δSNR arc.
The dominant oscillation frequency can be obtained from the δSNR data by a spectral analysis of
each arc, which can be done in a number of ways. The SNR data are evenly sampled in time, which
is then also the case for the satellite elevation. However, δSNR (or SNR) as a function of sine of the
satellite elevation angle is not evenly sampled. Therefore, spectral analysis of this unevenly sampled
dataset can be difficult for, e.g., the Fast Fourier Transform. Instead, the Lomb-Scargle Periodogram
(LSP) has been used, since it can handle unevenly spaced samples (see e.g., Larson et al., 2009, 2013,
Paper III, IV, and V). The LSP, also called least-squares spectral analysis, estimates the spectral power
(or the normalised periodogram) at each point instead of at each time of the signal based on a sinusoidal
model, see Lomb (1976); Scargle (1982); Press et al. (1992).
For a computer implementation of the LSP, the spectral power is calculated for frequencies up to a
maximum frequency (hifac) compared to the Nyquist frequency. This can be useful in the SNR-analysis,
limiting unrealistic reflector heights (too high oscillation frequencies) by using a priori information from
the GNSS site to set the parameter hifac accordingly. In addition, a low hifac, will reduce the computa-
tional time. Another factor of importance is the oversampling factor (ofac), determining the resolution
of the spectrum. For example, using an oversampling factor of 40 (which has been used in Paper III,
IV, and V) corresponds to a reflector height precision of about 4 mm, i.e., the resolution in frequency
of the LSP spectrum multiplied by the signal wavelength is 4 mm.
As an example of results from the LSP, Figure 4.6 depicts the spectral power for different frequen-
cies obtained from LSP analysis of the δSNR arcs as a function of sine of elevation angle in Figure 4.5
(bottom). The two spectra show clear peaks (high power) at two different frequencies, which is consis-
tent with the two different oscillation frequencies in Figure 4.5. Assuming a constant reflector (keep in
mind Equation 4.11), the oscillations frequencies can easily be converted into reflector heights using the
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Figure 4.5: Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) data (top) and detrended SNR (δSNR; bottom) from a GPS
satellite (frequency L1) at two different days in 2012, day-of-year (doy) 4 and doy 27, observed during about
40 min each. The SNR data are recorded by a GNSS installation on the coast and are thus affected by
multipath signals from that direction, interfering with the direct signals, and creating oscillations in the
SNR data. The multipath effect is higher for low elevations than for high elevations and it is decreasing
with increasing satellite elevation angle, see the decreasing amplitudes of the oscillation envelopes in the top
figure. The δSNR is created by fitting and removing a low-order polynomial to the SNR arcs from the top
figure, and is done in order to isolate the multipath oscillations. The reflector height (the sea surface) has
changed between the two days, which can be seen from the different oscillation frequencies of the two SNR
observations. For a reflector that is not changing with time during the observations, the SNR oscillation
frequency is constant as a function of sine of elevation angle and can be directly related to the reflector
height. The reflector height for the arc at doy 4 and doy 27 are 1.63 m and 3.07 m, respectively. SNR data
are typically reported as carrier-to-noise-density ratio with the unit dB-Hz, but can be converted using the
noise bandwidth to watt per watt in linear scale (see e.g., Joseph, 2010).
signal wavelength. In Figure 4.6, the reflector height is presented on the top axis and the corresponding
reflector heights for the dominant frequencies of the oscillations in the SNR arcs from doy 4 and doy 27
are 1.63 m and 3.07 m, respectively.
From Figure 4.6, it is evident that a high multipath frequency corresponds to a high reflector height
and vice versa. For a GNSS station at the coast, affected by reflected signals from the ocean, the
reflector height is directly proportional to the sea surface height. This means that a high multipath
frequency, which is equivalent to a high reflector height (a large distance between the antenna and the
sea surface), corresponds to a low sea level, whereas a low multipath frequency, which is equivalent to a
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Figure 4.6: Spectral power as a function of frequency from analysis of the two detrended Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (δSNR) arcs, as a function of sine of elevation angle from Figure 4.5 (bottom), using the Lomb-
Scargle Periodogram. The dominant frequency for the observation from day-of-year (doy) 4 is lower than
the dominant frequency for the observation from doy 27. Assuming a constant reflector height during
the observations the dominant frequency can be converted into reflector height, see the top axis. The
corresponding reflector heights for the dominant frequencies are 1.63 m and 3.07 m for doy 4 and doy 27,
respectively. Since the surface causing the reflections (and thus the oscillations in the SNR), is the sea
surface, a larger value for the reflector height (a larger distance between the antenna and the reflector) is
equivalent to a lower sea surface and vice versa.
low reflector height (a short distance between the antenna and the sea surface), corresponds to a high
sea level. Therefore, from Figure 4.6, the conclusion is that the sea level was higher during doy 4 than
during doy 27.
When using the peak of the spectral power of the LSP spectrum to detect the multipath frequency
(or the reflector height), the assumption made is that the δSNR data as a function of sine of the ele-
vation angle only consists of one single frequency. From the peak of the two spectra in Figure 4.6, this
is obviously not true. First of all, the sea surface is normally not perfectly flat, which will introduce
an error in the detection. Second, the observed SNR data arcs are affected by multipath from several
reflectors located in the surroundings of the installation. The error on the final reflector height (or sea
level) solutions caused by other reflectors than the sea surface can be reduced by only selecting GNSS
observations from directions where the sea surface is expected to be the only reflector. This can be done
by making sure that the signal reflection area, i.e., the first Fresnel zone (see Section 3.1.2) is always
located on the sea surface. If additional reflections are close in multipath frequency to the multipath
frequency of the sea surface reflection, they will show up in the LSP spectrum and overlap the spectrum
of interest. This could possibly distort the desired peak and introduce an error in the retrieved reflector
height.
Besides selecting data from the directions of the desired reflector, there are some other restrictions
that can be beneficial when retrieving the reflector height from the LSP. With knowledge of the GNSS
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site, it is possible to implement the physical restrictions for the site into the SNR-analysis, e.g., on-site
measurements of minimum and maximum reflector heights. In the analysis, these values should be used
with some additional window to account for possible extreme values of the reflector height. Another
useful restriction is to somehow make sure that the peak of the highest spectral power is well above
other peaks in the spectrum. A simple way to implement this is to only consider reflector heights which
have a peak spectral power that is several times higher than the mean spectral power of the LSP.
Until now, only a non-moving reflector, i.e., the right term in Equation 4.11, has been considered.
However, for a reflector that is moving substantially in the vertical direction during the observation,
e.g, at a site with high tidal variations, the full result of Equation 4.11 needs to be considered when
estimating the reflector height. As previously described, the left term in Equation 4.11 can be used as
a correction term to the non-moving reflector solution (Larson et al., 2013). The difficulty with this
correction is that it contains the rate of change of the parameter of interest, i.e., the reflector height. It
has therefore been called height-rate correction. One possibility would be to use another dataset, e.g.,
from a traditional tide gauge, to estimate the rate of change of the reflector height. However, this would
to some extent defeat the purpose of having a GNSS tide gauge, since the sea level is already measured
with the traditional tide gauge.
A first attempt to calculate the height-rates (the time derivative of the reflector heights) from the
GNSS tide gauge data was made in Paper IV. This was done by using the reflector heights acquired
from LSP during one day to directly estimate the height-rates from differentiation, i.e., taking the
difference between two nearby reflector heights and divide by the time difference. However, this was not
successful, since the height-rate values were too noisy. Instead, another method was developed, using
the LSP-retrieved reflector heights for each day and least-squares fitting a sinusoidal function of the
form
F (x) = x1 + x2 sin(2pi f1 t+ x3) + x4 sin(2pi f2 t+ x5) (4.13)
where xi are the parameters to be determined and f1 and f2 are known frequencies. The idea was that
the most significant contributions to the sea level (or reflector height) changes during one day come from
the diurnal and the semi-diurnal tides. This assumption holds true, if the site does not experience a
strong meteorological forcing relative to the tidal variations and is usually the case for sites with a high
tidal range. There are several known diurnal and semi-diurnal tides. In order to reduce the number
of parameters in the daily fit, only the mean frequencies of the dominant tides in each band was used,
i.e., O1: 25.8 h and K1: 23.9 h (diurnal) and M2: 12.4 h and S2: 12.0 h (semi-diurnal). This resulted
in diurnal and semi-diurnal frequencies with the period 24.9 h and 12.2 h, respectively. From the daily
sinusoidal fit according to Equation 4.13, the height-rates values were calculated from the tangent of the
function using 2 min of data around the time-tag of each LSP-retrieved reflector height. The height-rate
values were then used together with the other parameters from the left term of Equation 4.11 to create
height-rate corrections that were applied to each LSP-retrieved reflector height. For more information
regarding the height-rate correction, see Paper IV.
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5
GNSS Sea Level Results
The concept of the GNSS tide gauge, using bistatic radar measurements at L-band to estimate the sea
level, was introduced in Chapter 4. The installation allows to record both the direct satellite signals and
the satellite signals that are reflected off the sea surface. As previously mentioned, this thesis focuses
on using standard geodetic commercially off-the-shelf GNSS equipment for recording these GNSS signals.
With a GNSS tide gauge installation using two antennae, it is possible to analyse both the phase-
delay data and the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) data and obtain sea level. The phase-delay method
utilises the difference in phase-delay between the direct and the reflected signal in standard geodetic
analysis, whereas the SNR method utilises the interference of the direct and the reflected signal in
SNR-analysis.
At the Onsala Space Observatory, three different GNSS tide gauge installations have been deployed
in different campaigns since late 2008. All three installations contained two antennae connected to one
receiver each recording both phase-delay and SNR, allowing sea level analysis using both the phase-delay
method and the SNR method. The current installation was installed in the autumn of 2011 and is still
continuously recording GNSS data for estimation of the varying sea level.
In this chapter, The GNSS Tide Gauges at the Onsala Space Observatory are described
in detail together with results from some of the campaigns. In addition, the GNSS-derived sea level is
compared and validated with sea level observations from several independent techniques, i.e., stilling
well gauges in Ringhals and Gothenburg (about 18 km south and 33 km north of the observatory, re-
spectively), pressure sensors co-located with the current GNSS tide gauge installation, and a bubbler
tide gauge located at the observatory. These datasets are also described.
Additionally, a few GNSS Tide Gauges World Wide, i.e., GNSS installations close to the
ocean in different parts of the world, are presented. With data from these installations, consisting of a
zenith-pointing GNSS antenna, it is possible to estimate the sea level using SNR-analysis. The resulting
GNSS-derived sea level is compared to independent sea level observations from co-located traditional
tide gauges.
5.1 The GNSS Tide Gauges at the Onsala Space Observatory
Since late 2008, there have been three different versions of the GNSS tide gauge at the observatory on
the west coast of Sweden. The first setup was realised for a short campaign in December 2008, testing
the phase-delay analysis, see Paper I. The second setup was installed in September 2010 and recording
data until October 2011 for improving the phase-delay analysis and for introducing SNR-analysis for
sea level, see Paper II and III, respectively. The current GNSS tide gauge installation was realised in
October 2011 for continuous monitoring of the sea level at the observatory and it is still recording both
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Figure 5.1: The first (bottom left) and second (bottom right) experimental installation of the GNSS tide
gauge at the Onsala Space Observatory both installed at the same location facing south (top). The top
photo is taken from the north with the installation, left of the cabin, directed to the south (middle of photo)
and with open sea water extending at least 100 m to the south. The two experimental installations consisted
of two antennae with hemispherical radomes mounted back-to-back on a beam extending over the coastline.
Both antennae were connected to one receiver each, recording GNSS data with a sampling frequency of up
to 20 Hz. For the first installation (see bottom left), the antennae were not aligned horizontally, however,
this was changed for the second installation (see bottom right).
GNSS phase-delay and SNR data, see Paper IV and V.
All three installation have been realised according to Section 4.1, with one Right-Hand Circularly Po-
larised (RHCP) zenith-looking antenna and one Left-Hand Circularly Polarised (LHCP) nadir-looking
antenna, each connected to a standard geodetic commercially off-the-shelf GNSS receiver. Since the
visibility of satellites to the north is limited at these latitudes (57◦ N), the installations were directed
towards the south, maximising the reflective surface and the number of observations. Below follows
some more detailed information about the three different realisations of the GNSS tide gauge.
The first and second realisation of the GNSS tide gauge were both installed at the same location.
This was on a wooden deck secured on the coastal bedrock on the southwest part of the observatory,
close to a small cabin, providing electricity and shelter for the receivers, see Figure 5.1 (top). At this
location, the water surface was extending at least 100 m towards the south, with an small island about
20 m to the east (see Figure 5.1, top and bottom right), and with the coastline approximately from
azimuth 40◦ counterclockwise to 260◦.
The first experimental installation of the GNSS tide gauge was deployed on December 1–3, 2008 (see
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Figure 5.2: The current installation of the GNSS tide gauge at the Onsala Space Observatory (bottom left
and right) with a panoramic view of the reflective sea water surface towards the south (top). This location is
situated a few hundred metres west of the location for the previous installations, see Figure 5.1, and has an
open sea water surface of at least 100 m in a southward direction. The installation consists of two antennae
with hemispherical radomes mounted back-to-back on a beam extending over the coastline (bottom left).
With this installation it is possible to change the height of the antennae beam over the sea surface in steps
of 25 cm (bottom right).
Figure 5.1, bottom left). The bottom of the LHCP nadir-looking antenna was approximately 1 m over
the sea surface during the campaign. Data were collected during three days using two Leica GRX1200
receivers, one connected to the zenith-looking RHCP antenna Leica AT504 GG choke-ring, and the other
connected to the nadir-looking LHCP antenna Leica AR25 multi-GNSS choke-ring. Both antennae were
covered by hemispherical radomes. In this first installation it was not possible to align the antennae
along a local vertical (see Figure 5.1), but the horizontal baseline was measured and accounted for in the
phase-delay analysis. Both receivers recorded 40 hours of continuous GNSS data with 20 Hz sampling
rate. More information can be found in Paper I.
The second realisation of the GNSS tide gauge was mounted at the same location as the first instal-
lation in September 15, 2010, and was recording GNSS data with 20 Hz sampling rate (SNR resolution
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of 0.25 dB-Hz) until October 4, 2011 (see Figure 5.1, bottom right). The whole installation was setup
slightly higher than the previous realisation to prevent the antennas from damage due to tides and
waves during storm surges (local tidal range is about 20 cm, however, the local sea level can change by
about ± 0.5 m due to meteorological forcing and storm surges). The bottom of the LHCP nadir-looking
antenna was approximately 1.5 m over the sea surface. One major difference with this installation
was that the antennae were aligned horizontally this time, see Figure 5.1 (bottom right). Additionally,
another receiver (Leica GRX1200+) was connected to the RHCP zenith-looking antenna and the LHCP
nadir-looking antenna was replaced with an LHCP antenna of the same type as the zenith-looking an-
tenna (Leica AR25 multi-GNSS choke-ring). Both antennae were covered by hemispherical radomes.
More information can be found in Paper II and III.
The current realisation of the GNSS tide gauge was installed at the observatory on October 13,
2011, and is still continuously recording GNSS data with 1 Hz sampling rate. Similar to the other
two realisations, this installation was directed towards the south, but monumented at a location a few
hundred metres west of the earlier location, see Figure 5.2 (top). The new installation was designed to
be more robust and versatile than the previous versions, having the possibility of changing the height of
the antennae beam. The lowest position of the antennae beam is approximately 2.5 m above the water
surface (bottom of the LHCP nadir-looking antenna) and it can be raised in steps of 25 cm to about
4.75 m above the water surface, see Figure 5.2 (bottom right).
As can be seen in Figure 5.2 (top), the water surface is limited by bedrock to the east (left in
the photo towards the 25 m telescope and the white radome of the 20 m telescope), and to the west
(right in the photo), the water surface is limited by a beach and a few smaller islands. Nonetheless, the
open water surface has a radius of more than 100 m and extends from about azimuth angles 60◦ to 300◦.
The antennae are aligned horizontally, see Figure 5.1 (bottom left). Both the zenith-looking RHCP
and the nadir-looking LHCP antennae are of the model Leica AR25 multi-GNSS choke-ring and both
are covered by hemispherical radomes. Each antenna is connected to a Leica GRX1200GGPRO GNSS
receiver recording both phase-delay and SNR data (resolution 0.25 dB-Hz). More information is given
in Paper IV and V.
5.1.1 Traditional Tide Gauge Observations at the Onsala Space Observatory
Currently, there are several traditional tide gauges located either at the area of Onsala or on the west
coast of Sweden. During the beginning of this study, the closest independent sea level observations
were from two stilling well gauges, operated by the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute
(SMHI), located at Ringhals and Gothenburg about 18 km south of and 33 km north of the observatory,
respectively. The stilling well gauge consists of a vertical tube (well) of concrete, coated steel, or plastic
(∼1 m diameter) extending below the lowest sea level to be measured. In the bottom of the well or
in the lower parts of the well, small openings allow inflow and outflow of water. A float in the well
is vertically connected, through a wire to a pulley (or a float wheel) and a counterweight system, to a
recording system (IOC , 2006). The stilling well gauge is designed to filter out, or still, wave activity
and works due to the ratio between the larger well and the smaller water openings as a low-pass fil-
ter. Because of this construction, the installation also experiences amplitude attenuation and a phase
lag on shorter time periods (IOC , 2006). The accuracy of stilling well gauges is about 2 cm (Pugh, 1996).
The two stilling well gauge records from Ringhals and Gothenburg were used in Paper I and II for
comparison with the GNSS-derived sea level. However, for Paper III, a single independent sea level
time series, valid for the area of Onsala, was desired. Therefore, a synthetic tide gauge record based
on the two tide gauge records from Ringhals and Gothenburg was constructed. The calculation of the
synthetic tide gauge record was based on the distance from the observatory to the two tide gauges.
For each stilling well gauge, a weighting factor was calculated as the distance between the other tide
gauge and the observatory divided by the total distance between the stilling well gauges, which resulted
in factors of 0.65 and 0.35 for Ringhals and Gothenburg stilling well gauge record, respectively. The
final synthetic tide gauge record was then calculated by adding the two stilling well gauge records after
multiplying them with their respective weighting factor. This weighting takes into account that a tide
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Figure 5.3: Sea level records from the pressure sensor tide gauge (cyan dots) and the bubbler tide gauge
(black line) located at the Onsala Space Observatory, together with sea level records from the synthetic tide
gauge (green circles) and the composite tide gauge (red diamonds) constructed from the sea level records
at Ringhals and Gothenburg. The observations are from September 23–24, day-of-year 266–267, 2013. A
mean value is removed from each time series.
gauge close to the observatory should have a larger weight than a tide gauge further away from the
observatory. An example of the synthetic stilling well gauge record can be found in Figure 5.3.
A the beginning of 2012, three hydrostatic level transmitters (HLT) or pressure sensors were in-
stalled at the observatory for the possibility of co-located sea level measurements to the GNSS tide
gauge installation. The pressure sensors were mounted together on a submerged pole and measure the
pressure of the overlying column of water from the hydrostatic relation, see e.g., IOC (2006). The sensor
type is a Mobrey series 9710 HLT with the temporal resolution set to 1 sample per second (usually the
output averaged from 60 samples). The accuracy of the pressure sensors are related to the scale of the
gauge as 0.1 % of the nominal range (0–5 m), which corresponds to an accuracy of 0.5 cm (Emerson
Process Management , 2007).
After a comparison between the GNSS-derived sea level at the observatory and the synthetic tide
gauge record, it was found that the weights (distance factors) for the records at Ringhals and Gothenburg
were not fully representable for the sea level at the observatory. In order to improve the independent
traditional sea level record at the observatory, for comparison with the GNSS-derived sea level, a com-
posite sea level record was constructed. The new pressure sensors promised sea level observations with
better accuracy than the stilling well gauges and a co-located record. However, they were not fully
functional until the later half of 2012. Therefore, the pressure sensor sea level (the mean of the three
pressure sensors) was fitted to the Ringhals and Gothenburg sea level record for the dates September 29,
day-of-year (doy) 273, to December 31, doy 366, 2012. The model of the fit consisted of a rate for each
stilling well gauge record and a common bias. Before the fit, the epochs of the pressure sensor sea level
were interpolated to the epochs of the stilling well gauge record, since the former had a higher temporal
resolution than the latter. The resulting coefficients of the model were calculated to 0.49 m, 0.47, and
0.39 for the bias, the rate for the Ringhals record, and the rate for the Gothenburg record, respectively.
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These coefficients were then used to calculate the composite sea level record for the complete year of
2012, which was used for comparison to the GNSS-derived sea level in Paper IV. An example of the
composite sea level record and the pressure tide gauge sea level record from one of the three sensors is
presented in Figure 5.3.
In addition to the observations from the traditional tide gauges used in Paper I to V, a bubbler
system (or bubbler tide gauge or pneumatic bubbler gauge) was installed during the autumn of 2013
for additional sea level observations at the observatory. The bubbler tide gauge is of the type CS471
Compact Bubbler System and has an accuracy of about ± 0.3 cm (Campbell Scientific Inc., 2009). The
bubbler is constructed to have compressed air, produced by a piston pump, flowing in a measuring tube
into the water. The pressure created in the tube is then directly proportional to the water column above
the bubble chamber and the height of the water level above the bubble chamber is calculated from the
difference between the barometric air pressure and the bubble chamber pressure. An example of the
bubbler tide gauge sea level record is presented in Figure 5.3.
For the time period of the data used in Paper V, the bubbler tide gauge was not installed yet at the
observatory. Instead the pressure tide gauge was the available sea level record co-located with the GNSS
tide gauge. In a comparison between the pressure tide gauge and the bubbler tide gauge using data
from 2013, it was found that all three pressure sensors showed systematic errors (note that the bubbler
tide gauge has a higher accuracy than the pressure sensors). For the comparison with the GNSS-derived
sea level, the pressure sensor that showed only minor errors was used as the reference tide gauge in that
study.
5.1.2 Sea Level Results
In Paper I to V, GNSS-derived sea level results from phase-delay analysis and SNR-analysis have been
compared with traditional sea level observations, showing good agreement and high correlation. As an
example of phase-delay analysis results, the Root-Mean-Square (RMS) differences between the GPS-
derived sea level and the two stilling well gauge records were 5.5 cm to 5.9 cm for a 3 month period,
with correlation coefficients of 0.95–0.96, and the RMS differences between the GNSS-derived sea level
and the pressure sensor sea level were 3.2 cm to 3.5 cm for a period of about 1 month, with correlation
coefficients of 0.95–0.96 (see Paper II and V, respectively). As an example of SNR-analysis results, the
RMS difference between the GPS-derived sea level and the synthetic tide gauge records was 4.8 cm for
a 3 month period, with a correlation coefficient of 0.97, and the RMS difference between the GNSS-
derived sea level and the pressure sensor sea level was 4.0 cm to 4.7 cm (frequency band L1) for a
period of about 1 month, with correlation coefficients of 0.96–0.97 (frequency band L1; see Paper III
and V, respectively). Since these results are well described in Paper I, II, and V (see also a summary
in Chapter 6), the following section is dedicated to some new results from the GNSS tide gauge at the
observatory, namely GPS-derived sea level compared to the bubbler tide gauge sea level and preliminary
phase-delay sea level results from two days of GPS double difference solutions.
For the comparison between GNSS-derived sea level and the traditional tide gauge records, both in
Paper I to V and in this thesis, relative time series were used and they were not compared in an absolute
sense, i.e., the benchmark of the GNSS tide gauge was not related to the benchmark of the traditional
tide gauge. Instead, a mean was removed from each time series before the comparison. The reasons
for this were that neither antenna phase centre variations were taken into account in the analysis, nor
signal phase changes from the reflection, e.g., carrier phase wind-up (see Beyerle, 2009).
As an example of sea level results from the GNSS tide gauge, both phase-delay analysis (single dif-
ferences) and SNR-analysis were performed on GPS L1 data from September 23 (doy 266) to September
29 (doy 272), 2013. The resulting GPS-derived sea level time series are shown in Figure 5.4 together
with sea level from the co-located bubbler tide gauge. The GPS-derived time series were treated in
a similar way as the GNSS-derived time series in Paper V, i.e., all phase-delay solutions that had a
formal error in the least-squares minimisation process of larger than 4 cm were removed and for both
the phase-delay and the SNR solutions a moving average filter with a window size of approximately 3 h
was applied to each time series. From the difference between the original time series and the filtered
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Figure 5.4: Sea level from phase-delay analysis (blue squares) and Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) analysis
(green circles) of GPS L1 data recorded by the GNSS tide gauge at the Onsala Space Observatory and sea
level observations from the co-located bubbler tide gauge (black line). Observations are from September 23,
day-of-year (doy) 266, to September 29, doy 272, 2013. A mean value is removed from each time series. The
Root-Mean-Square differences between the bubbler gauge record and the sea level derived from phase-delay
analysis and SNR-analysis are 2.1 cm and 4.0 cm, respectively.
time series, observations outside of 3σ were considered as outliers and removed.
In Figure 5.4, a good agreement between the GPS-derived sea level and the co-located bubbler
gauge record is visible. To quantify the results, the RMS differences with respect to the bubbler tide
gauge record are 2.1 cm and 4.0 cm for the phase-delay analysis and the SNR-analysis, respectively. The
corresponding correlation coefficients are 0.98 and 0.92, respectively. The results are consistent with Pa-
per V, where in addition to GPS results also sea level results from GLONASS observations are presented.
The phase-delay sea level solutions that have been shown in this thesis, and in Paper I, II, and V,
are all based on single difference analysis, see Section 4.2. However, another type of phase-delay analysis
was mentioned, namely double difference analysis. The analysis is similar to the single difference anal-
ysis, but the recorded data are combined in another way. Double differences are created by taking the
difference between observations from two receivers and two satellites, instead of taking the difference
between observations from two receivers (which is the single difference combination). The advantage
of using double differenced observations instead of single differenced observations for GPS data is the
possibility of fixing the ambiguity parameters to integer values, which will improve the accuracy of the
solutions (for more information see Section 4.2).
Phase-delay analysis using both single differences, previously called phase-delay analysis, and double
differences with integer ambiguities using the LAMBDA method (see Section 4.2) were performed on
GPS L1 data from the GNSS tide gauge at the observatory for July 20–21 (doy 201–202), 2011. The
preliminary sea level results from the phase-delay analysis are shown in Figure 5.5, together with the
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Figure 5.5: Sea level from phase-delay analysis of GPS L1 data from the GNSS tide gauge at the Onsala
Space Observatory. Sea level solutions are from both single differenced observations (GPS SD; black circles)
and double differenced observations with integer ambiguities (GPS DD; blue dots) together with the mean of
the sea level records of the co-located pressure gauge sensors (magenta dots). A mean value is removed from
each time series. The temporal resolution of the single difference solution is lower than that of the double
difference solution (every 10 min compared to every second), however, it can also be as high as the sampling
rate of the GPS data, which is 1 sample per second. The root-mean-square differences with respect to the
pressure sensor sea level record are 3.4 cm and 0.6 cm for the single difference and the double difference sea
level, respectively.
mean of the sea level from the three co-located pressure gauge sensors.
In Figure 5.5, it appears that the double difference phase-delay sea level has a better agreement with
the pressure gauge sea level than the single difference phase-delay sea level. It should be noted that the
temporal resolution of the double difference time series is 1 solution per second, which is the sampling
rate of the of the GPS data, whereas the temporal resolution of the single difference time series is one
solution every 10 min. However, the temporal resolution of the single difference analysis results can also
be as high as the sampling rate of the GPS data, see e.g., Lo¨fgren et al. (2010), but for Paper I, II,
and V, the temporal resolution is every 10 min and therefore the same is shown for the single difference
solution in this thesis.
In order to compare the single difference and the double difference sea level to each other and to
the pressure sensor sea level record without introducing a bias from the different number of solutions
to compare (the temporal resolution of the pressure sensor record is 1 sample per min), the comparison
was done at the epochs of the single difference sea level. In addition, since the single difference solu-
tions consisted of data from 20 min around that epoch, the double difference solutions were averaged
around 20 min for the chosen epochs. The correlation coefficients as compared to the pressure sensor
sea level record were 0.79 and 0.99 for the single difference and the double difference sea level solutions,
respectively. The RMS differences show similar results, i.e., that the double difference solution (with
integer ambiguity parameters) performs better than the single difference solution (with float ambiguity
parameters), with RMS differences of 3.4 cm and 0.6 cm for the single difference and the double differ-
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Figure 5.6: Permanent GNSS reference stations that are also GNSS tide gauges: SC02 (top left) in Friday
Harbor, USA; OHI3 (bottom left) in O’Higgins, Antarctica; BRST (middle) in Brest, France; and BUR2
(right) in Burnie, Australia. More information about the stations, together with sea level results can be
found in Paper III, and IV. The original photographs for SC02, OHI3, BRST, and BUR2 were provided
by the University NAVSTAR Consortium (UNAVCO), Ruslan Artemenko (Deutsches Zentrum fu¨r Luft- und
Raumfahrt, DLR), the Institut National de l’Information Geographique et Forestiere (IGN), and Christopher
Watson (University of Tasmania), respectively.
ence sea level solution, respectively.
5.2 GNSS Tide Gauges World Wide
The possibility to use any GNSS station as a GNSS tide gauge, provided that it is installed close enough
to the ocean, was introduced in Chapter 4. With a location close to the ocean, the multipath signals
reflected in the ocean surface will interact with the direct signals, affect the observables, and through
analysis of the recorded SNR data, the sea level can be derived. In Paper III, IV, and V, this analysis
was made with data from the GNSS tide gauge at the Onsala Space Observatory and results from the
analysis were illustrated previously in this chapter. In this section, the focus lies on GNSS stations in
permanent GNSS reference networks, see Section 2.5. These stations were not installed to measure the
sea level, however, for some of the vast number of GNSS stations, it is possible.
In Paper III and IV, 4 different permanent GNSS reference stations are introduced as GNSS tide
gauges. These stations are SC02 (Friday Harbor, USA), BRST (Brest, France), BUR2 (Burnie, Aus-
tralia), and OHI3 (O’Higgins, Antarctica), which are operated by the University NAVSTAR Consortium
(UNAVCO), the Institut National de l’Information Geographique et Forestiere (IGN), Geoscience Aus-
tralia (GA), and Bundesamt fu¨r Kartographie und Geoda¨sie (BKG), respectively. Photographs of these
sites can be found in Figure 5.6, showing the antennae mountings in the vicinity of the ocean, and
additional information about the sites can be found in Paper IV.
The reason for using these quite different sites as GNSS tide gauges is of course that they are all
affected by multipath from the ocean surface. However, equally important is that the effect of this
multipath is recorded in the observables with a high enough quality for SNR-analysis. Paper IV and
V provide some discussion and suggested criteria or guidelines on how to select a suitable GNSS sta-
tion for use as a GNSS tide gauge. Below, some of these criteria are highlighted with a short explanation.
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First of all, the GNSS station has to be located on the coast, close enough to the ocean to receive
multipath signals reflected off the ocean surface. The closer to the water, the better. However, since
the multipath effect on the recorded SNR is most dominant for observations from satellites with low
elevation angles (0◦ to 30◦, see Section 4.3), the GNSS station does not have to be directly next to
the water to be affected. As long as the antenna has an unobstructed view for small negative elevation
angles (0◦ to about –30◦, corresponding to low satellite elevation angles), it will be affected by multi-
path from the ocean. This is of course also a function of antenna height over the ocean surface, e.g., an
antenna installed on a higher pillar (with a large vertical distance between the antenna and the ocean
surface) can be placed further inland than an antenna on a lower pillar (with a short distance between
the antenna and the ocean surface) and still be affected by ocean multipath. Examples are BUR2,
which has a short vertical installation and is located right next to the water, and SC02 and OHI3, which
both have a larger vertical distance to the sea surface and can therefore be used even though they are
installed further inland (see Figure 5.6).
By recalling the reflective surface, approximated by the first Fresnel zone (see Section 3.1.2), a cri-
terion can be set for the possible horizontal distance between the antenna and the ocean surface. For
example, an antenna with a vertical distance to the ocean surface of 4.3 m can be located about 9 m
inland and still record multipath from the ocean for observations from satellites with elevation angles
of less than 15◦, see Figure 3.2. In this case, the reflective surface is still over the ocean surface. In
practice, this is also a function of the land terrain and the shape of the coastline. Making sure that
the reflective surface is always on the ocean surface for the desired observations will also ensure clear
multipath oscillations, i.e., observations affected dominantly by multipath from the ocean surface and
not from other reflecting objects such as islands or the surface next to the antenna.
Second, the sampling rate of the GNSS receiver is of great importance and the sufficient sampling
rate can be seen as a function of the antenna height over the ocean surface. For example, an antenna
high over the ocean surface, e.g., BRST (see Figure 5.6), results in SNR oscillations with a higher fre-
quency than for an antenna closer to the ocean surface, e.g., BUR2 (see Figure 5.6). Thus, in the first
case, the SNR oscillation period is sampled with less data points than in the second case, assuming that
data are recorded with receivers using the same sampling rate. In practice, this means that a receiver
connected to an antenna that is located vertically close to the ocean surface can have a low sampling
rate, whereas a receiver connected to an antenna that is located vertically high over the ocean surface
needs a higher sampling rate, in order to resolve the recorded SNR oscillations. For the analysed data
described in this thesis, the sampling rate was 1 sample per second (1 Hz), which is common for current
geodetic-type GNSS receivers. This sampling rate has been sufficient even for the station BRST, which
has the mean vertical distance between the antenna and the sea surface of approximately 17 m. The
sampling rate of 1 Hz is not necessary for the analysis of data from most GNSS stations. However, the
conventional sampling rate of 1 sample per 30 seconds (0.033 Hz) often appears to be too low. It is
therefore unfortunate that networks often only store the 30 s data because of data storage limitations.
Third, the resolution of the SNR observations needs to be considered. It has been reported by
Bilich et al. (2007) that there is a considerable inconsistency among GNSS receiver manufacturers
and models. From previous studies, e.g., Anderson (2000); Paper III, IV, and V, the SNR resolution
needs to be on the order of 1 dB, or actually 1 dB-Hz, in order to resolve the SNR oscillations sufficiently.
Fourth, the vertical distance between the antenna and the sea surface will have an impact on the
temporal resolution and the accuracy of the measurements. For example, an antenna installed high
above the sea surface will result in SNR data with a high oscillation frequency. This means that it will
take a shorter time to record a given number of oscillation periods than for an antenna closer to the sea
surface. Thus, it could be possible to divide the SNR arcs and estimate the sea level more often. In
addition, estimating the sea level from shorter SNR arcs, provided that enough periods of the multipath
oscillations are observed during that time, results in a GNSS-derived sea level that probably agrees
better with the actual sea level, since the sea level will not change significantly during short epochs.
An installation with a short vertical distance to the sea surface would therefore be a very unfortunate
setup for measuring sea level at a location with a large tidal variation.
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Figure 5.7: Sea level during March 11, day-of-year (doy) 71, 2012 at the harbour of Brest, France.
The GPS-derived sea level is from SNR-analysis using only Lomb Scargle Periodogram (LSP, see Sec-
tion 4.3.2), GPS (LSP) green diamonds, and using LSP and the height-rate correction (see Section 4.3.1),
GPS (LSP+correction) blue squares, whereas the traditional tide gauge record comes from a radar sensor,
see Paper IV. A mean value is removed from each time series. For a site with a high tidal variation such
as Brest, using the height-rate correction in the SNR-analysis improves the sea level results significantly.
For example, using 1 year of data and comparing the GPS-derived sea level with the sea level record from
the traditional tide gauge, the correlation coefficient increased from 0.89 to 0.97 and the root-mean-square
difference decreased from 81.5 cm to 43.2 cm, applying the correction term.
5.2.1 Sea Level Results
GNSS-derived sea level from SNR-analysis has been compared to traditional tide gauge records of sea
level in Paper III, IV, and V as well as in Section 5.1.2. The comparisons showed high correlation and
a good agreement between the GNSS-derived sea level and the sea level records from the traditional
tide gauges. As an example of the results, the correlation coefficient and the RMS difference between
the GPS-derived sea level from SC02 and the traditional tide gauge record at Friday Harbor were 0.98
and ∼10 cm, respectively, for analysis of data from a period of about 3.5 months (see Paper III). In
this study, at a site with a tidal range of about 407 cm, the height-rate correction was not applied
in the SNR-analysis, see Section 4.3.1. Additional examples, applying the height-rate correction in
the SNR-analysis, can be found in Paper IV. Using the station BUR2 as an example, the correlation
coefficient increased from 0.95 to 0.96 and the RMS difference decreased from 26.5 to 25.1 from the
dataset of about 1 year. Conversely, it was shown that for sites with a small tidal range, the height-rate
correction, or at least the height-rate correction that was applied using a diurnal and semi-diurnal fit,
did not improve the results. Examples are the GNSS tide gauge at the observatory with a tidal range
of about 165 cm, where the correction did not improve the results, and the GNSS station OHI3 with a
tidal range of about 272 cm, where the correction only slightly improved the RMS difference with the
traditional tide gauge (see Paper IV).
Since results from the SNR-analysis of data from the GNSS tide gauge at the observatory, a site ex-
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periencing very small tidal variations, was presented in Section 5.1.2, SNR-analysis results from BRST,
a site experiencing high tidal variations (about 772 cm), are presented in this section as a complimen-
tary example. In Figure 5.7, GPS-derived sea level from SNR-analysis of 1 day of data from the GNSS
station BRST in the harbour of Brest, France, is presented. Results with and without the height-rate
correction (see Section 4.3.1) are shown, illustrating the improvement possible for sites experiencing high
tidal variations using this correction term. From Figure 5.7, it is clearly visible that the SNR-analysis
using the correction term better resembles the traditional tide gauge sea level than the SNR-analysis
solution without the correction term. In comparison of the GPS-derived sea level time series with the
traditional tide gauge record for 1 year, the correlation coefficient increased from 0.89 to 0.97 and the
RMS difference decreased from 81.5 cm to 43.2 cm, when applying the correction term.
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6
Conclusions and Future Work
The focus of this thesis was to use standard geodetic-type commercially off-the-shelf Global Naviga-
tion Satellite System (GNSS) equipment to record signals reflected off the sea surface and estimate
the local sea level. This was achieved using the different GNSS tide gauge installations at the Onsala
Space Observatory, allowing to record the GNSS signals reflected off the sea surface in different ways.
First of all, the phase-delay of the reflected GNSS signals were recorded directly with the receiver con-
nected to the nadir-looking antenna. Together with the phase-delay of the direct signals, recorded with
the receiver connected to the zenith-looking antenna, standard geodetic analysis provided GNSS sea
level observations. Second, the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) recorded with the receiver connected to the
zenith-looking antenna, provided an indirect measurement of the reflected GNSS signals, as the reflected
signals interfered with the direct GNSS signals and affected the recorded observables. From analysis of
the multipath oscillations, an additional type of sea level observation was possible. Furthermore, the
SNR-analysis method allowed other GNSS stations, located close to the ocean, in different parts of the
world to become GNSS tide gauges.
Comparisons of the GNSS-derived sea level with independent observations from traditional tide
gauges showed a high level of agreement with correlation coefficients of 0.89–0.99. The sea level results
from the phase-delay analysis performed better with respect to the traditional sea level records than the
SNR-analysis. As an example, the Root-Mean-Square (RMS) differences between the GNSS-derived sea
level (using frequency band L1), observed during 1 month with the GNSS tide gauge at the observatory,
and the sea level observations from the co-located tide gauge were 3.5/3.2 cm (GPS/GLONASS) and
4.0/4.7 cm (GPS/GLONASS) for the phase-delay analysis and the SNR-analysis, respectively. Results
from analysis of observations from both systems (GPS and GLONASS) showed similar performance,
whereas results based on data from frequency band L2 (recorded with receivers using the P(Y)-code)
were more noisy than those based on data from frequency band L1. However, results based on observa-
tions from GPS L2C transmitting satellites seemed to be at least as good as those from L1.
The temporal resolution of the GNSS-derived sea level is different for the two analysis methods.
For the phase-delay analysis, the temporal resolution can be as high as the sampling rate of the GNSS
data, whereas for the SNR-analysis, the temporal resolution depends on the number of rising and setting
satellites observed over the ocean. This also means that the sea level derived from the SNR-analysis
is not evenly sampled during the day, which is the case for the sea level derived from the phase-delay
analysis.
Sea level results from 5 different GNSS stations around the world illustrate the valuable concept
that any GNSS station close to the ocean can be used as a GNSS tide gauge. In comparison with
co-located traditional tide gauges, the RMS differences were on the order of 6.2 cm for stations with
a low tidal range (up to 165 cm) and 43 cm for stations with a high tidal range (up to 772 cm). In
this case, an extended SNR-analysis approach was applied, modelling a time dependent sea level during
each satellite arc. For stations with high tidal range, the sea level results based on the extended SNR-
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analysis approach agreed better with the tide gauge records, than the results based from the standard
SNR-analysis approach (assuming a static sea level during each satellite arc). Furthermore, the results
indicated that for stations with a tidal range of up to about 270 cm, the standard analysis approach
can be used without performing significantly worse than the extended analysis approach.
As previously mentioned, the GNSS phase-delay observations allow a higher accuracy in the esti-
mated sea level than the SNR observations, but they have proven to be more vulnerable to rough sea
surface conditions due to the receiver tracking loop. With the wind speed as an indicator for sea surface
roughness, the performance of the two analysis methods were evaluated. The results were that the SNR-
analysis was possible even during the highest wind speed observed (17.5 m/s), while the phase-delay
analysis became difficult for wind speeds above 6 m/s.
The results from this thesis show that it is possible to use standard geodetic commercially off-the-
shelf GNSS receivers for recording signals reflected from the sea surface and together with phase-delay
analysis and SNR-analysis accurately estimate the local sea level.
Further conclusions are presented as a Summary of Paper I, II, III, IV, and V and the section
Future Work consists of an outlook of the GNSS tide gauge research.
6.1 Summary of Paper I
The first experimental installation of the GNSS tide gauge was constructed at the observatory in the
end of 2008, recording 40 h of continuous 20 Hz sampled GPS data. This installation demonstrated
the concept of the phase-delay method, during calm sea conditions, using standard geodetic-type GNSS
receivers to record reflected signals from the sea surface. Additionally, estimates of the local sea level
were produced from the post-processing data analysis.
The analysis of the SNR of the recorded signals showed, as expected, that the reflected signals were
more noisy than the direct signals and both signals experienced multipath effects and lower SNR for
lower elevation angles that at higher elevation angles. After exclusion of observations with azimuth
angles from the north-west, corresponding to the bedrock where the installation was mounted, the ma-
jority of these erroneous observations were removed, concluding these effects to mostly originate from
the bedrock and surroundings. Moreover, the remaining observations showed that the reflected signals
had a lower SNR than the direct signals with an average difference in SNR during 12 h of 1.0–3.4 dB.
Using an early version of the in-house developed single difference analysis software in MATLAB,
1 Hz GPS phase-delay data (the recorded 20 Hz data were re-sampled) were processed leading to 27 esti-
mates of local sea level. The result of comparison with independent datasets of sea level from two stilling
well gauges, in Ringhals and Gothenburg, showed good RMS agreement of 3.7 cm (3.3 cm between the
both stilling well gauges).
6.2 Summary of Paper II
Starting in September 2010 the GNSS tide gauge was operated continuously with a sampling frequency
of 1 Hz, recording three months of data until the middle of December. These observations demonstrated
the phase-delay concept and the possibility of meaningful and valuable sea level estimation over longer
time periods. The effect of reflection of GPS signals from the sea surface was examined theoretically
as well as the impact of the reflective surface, which depends on the satellite elevation angle and the
antenna height of the installation over the water.
From the further developed in-house single difference analysis software, the three months of GPS
phase-delay data were analysed to estimate the local sea level. The time series showed several data gaps
related to limitations of the downward-looking receiver in rough sea surface conditions (the coherent
part of the reflected signal decreases), but some of these gaps could also partly be due to the data
analysis algorithm.
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The GPS-derived time series of sea level showed good agreement with the Ringhals and Gothenburg
stilling well gauge time series with an RMS agreement of 5.9 cm and 5.5 cm, compared to 6.1 cm from
the comparison between the stilling well gauges. Additionally, the correlation between the time series
were high with correlation coefficients higher than 0.95. Moreover, slope coefficients were estimated in
the comparison to 0.90 and 0.99 involving the GNSS-derived sea level and 1.03 between the stilling well
gauges.
Further validation and comparison of the GNSS-derived time series were done in the frequency
domain showing a high level of agreement with coherency up to a frequency of six cycles per day be-
tween the datasets. Using an ocean tide analysis, harmonic solutions of a full year (2010) of data from
the stilling well gauge sea level time series were compared with the three months of GNSS solutions.
Even though the GNSS-derived time series were noisier than the stilling well gauge time series (which
are constructed to low-pass filter the sea level observations), several tidal components were determined
above the 1-σ limit: M2, S2, N2, O1, M4. The ocean tide results for the observatory are in between
those of the two stilling well gauges north and south of the observatory. Furthermore, comparison with
model calculations based on global ocean tide models with local refinement revealed limitations in the
ocean tide models.
6.3 Summary of Paper III
From the SNR data recorded by the GNSS tide gauge at the observatory during a three month period
from the middle of September to December (the same time period as in Paper II), local sea level was
estimated for the first time using SNR-analysis. This method had previously only been applied to mea-
surements of soil moisture and snow depth.
The SNR data were evaluated to find directions with multipath reflections from the ocean. Since the
affected observations originated from lower satellite elevation angles than for the phase-delay analysis,
the reflective surface of the observations were larger and further away from the installation. With the
fairly low installation, the antenna used was approximately 1.5 m over the sea surface, the SNR arcs
obtained for the SNR-analysis were about 45–65 min long. During the SNR-analysis of the 1 Hz sampled
GPS data, one static sea level was estimated for each arc. It was noted that clear peaks could be found
in the Lomb Scargle Periodogram spectrum for the retrieval of reflector height, but these were weaker
than observed in similar studies devoted to snow depth.
The GPS-derived sea level was compared to sea level from a synthetic tide gauge based on the sea
level records from the two stilling well gauges in Ringhals and Gothenburg, weighted with the distances
to the observatory. The synthetic tide gauge record was constructed to obtain a single co-located tide
gauge record valid for the location of the observatory. The comparison showed that the RMS difference
between the GPS-derived sea level and the synthetic tide gauge record was 4.8 cm, with a correlation
coefficient of 0.97.
In addition to the GNSS tide gauge at the observatory, a GPS station at Friday Harbor (USA),
SC02, operated by the EarthScope Plate Boundary Observatory (PBO) was used for sea level estimation
for the time period of about 3.5 months. One of the main differences between the site at Onsala and
the site in Friday Harbor was that the tidal variations are much larger for the Friday Harbor site. The
SC02 GPS SNR data had a sampling rate of 1 sample per 15 s (0.67 Hz) and the data used were only
from L2C transmitting satellites (see Section 2.2). Each analysed SNR arc was about 25 min long. The
RMS difference between the GPS-derived sea level and the sea level record from the co-located tide
gauge was ∼10 cm, with a correlation coefficient of 0.98.
Furthermore, the two GPS-derived sea level time series for the observatory were compared, i.e., the
sea level derived from phase-delay analysis in Paper II was compared to the sea level derived from SNR-
analysis in this paper. The sea level from the phase-delay analysis had a lower RMS value in comparison
with the synthetic tide gauge (4.0 cm versus 4.8 cm) and a higher temporal resolution than the sea level
from SNR-analysis. However, the sea level from SNR-analysis performed better during windy conditions.
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6.4 Summary of Paper IV
The SNR-analysis method was evaluated for 5 different GPS stations located in different regions around
the world, with different multipath environment (from rural coastal areas to busy harbors), and experi-
encing different tidal ranges. The stations were GTGU (Onsala, Sweden; the zenith-looking antenna of
the new GNSS tide gauge installation at the observatory), SC02 (Friday Harbor, USA), BRST (Brest,
France), BUR2 (Burnie, Australia), and OHI3 (O’Higgins, Antarctica).
The recorded SNR from the 5 sites were analysed by spectral analysis using two approaches: a
standard analysis approach assuming a static sea level during a satellite arc, similar to Paper III, and
an extended analysis approach involving a time dependent sea level during a satellite arc (also described
as a height-rate correction, see Section 4.3.1). The SNR-analysis was performed on 1 year of GPS L1
data from each station (6 months for GTGU).
The GPS-derived sea level time series for each site were compared to a sea level record from co-
located tide gauge, showed a high correlation with correlation coefficients on the order of 0.89–0.99.
The RMS differences were on the order of 6.2 cm for stations with low tidal range (up to 165 cm) and
43 cm for stations with high tidal range (up to 772 cm), in the latter case using the extended analysis
approach. The relative accuracy, defined as the ratio of RMS difference and tidal range, was between
2.4 % and 10.2 % for all stations.
For stations with high tidal range, the sea level results based on the extended SNR-analysis ap-
proach agreed better with the tide gauge records, than the results from the standard approach, e.g.,
for the station with the highest tidal range (772 cm) the RMS difference was reduced by 47 % when
using the extended approach. Furthermore, the results indicated that for stations with a tidal range of
up to about 270 cm, the standard analysis approach (assuming a static sea level) can be used without
performing significantly worse than the extended analysis approach.
The GPS-derived sea level results were also compared to the tide gauge records in the frequency do-
main. Tidal amplitudes and phases were derived by harmonic analyses of the GNSS and the traditional
sea level records. A high level of agreement is observed and again the results based on the extended
analysis approach perform better for stations with large tidal ranges.
6.5 Summary of Paper V
The GNSS tide gauge at the observatory was used to evaluate both the phase-delay analysis method,
using the one antenna approach, and the SNR-analysis method, using the two antennae approach, with
dual-frequency observations from both GPS and GLONASS. By using observations from several GNSS,
the installation was for the first time truly a GNSS tide gauge. Signals from the frequency bands L1
and L2 were used during the 1 month long campaign. In contrast to Paper III, the L2 observations were
not from L2C transmitting satellites (see Section 2.2), since these signals had already been evaluated.
Instead the L2 signals were from receivers using the P(Y)-code.
The results from both analysis methods were compared to independent sea level observations from a
co-located pressure tide gauge, showing high correlation for both systems and frequency bands with cor-
relation coefficients of 0.86–0.97. The results from the phase-delay analysis showed at better agreement
with the tide gauge sea level than the results from the SNR-analysis with RMS differences of 3.5 cm
(GPS L1 and L2 ) and 3.3/3.2 cm (GLONASS L1/L2 bands) compared to 4.0/9.0 cm (GPS L1/L2) and
4.7/8.9 cm (GLONASS L1/L2 bands).
The two satellite systems, GPS and GLONASS, showed similar performance in the comparison for
both phase-delay analysis and SNR-analysis. The results revealed that for the phase-delay analysis it
is possible to use both frequencies and achieve similar results, whereas for the SNR-analysis, L2 obser-
vations from receivers using the P(Y)-code should be avoided.
Additionally, the phase-delay analysis method and the SNR-analysis method were investigated for
their sensitivity for sea surface roughness. This was done using wind speed as an indicator for sea surface
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roughness. It was found that the SNR-analysis performs better in rough sea surface conditions than
the phase-delay analysis. The SNR-analysis was possible even during the highest wind speed observed
during the campaign (17.5 m/s), while the phase-delay analysis became difficult for wind speeds above
6 m/s, confirming the results from Paper II.
6.6 Future Work
In the future, the sea level results will benefit from multi-GNSS solutions, i.e., combining several GNSS
observations for the analysis. For example, using GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, and BeiDou signals together
will significantly increase the number of observations in a combined phase-delay analysis, providing more
precise sea level estimates. Furthermore, the combination of multi-GNSS observations will also be an
advantage for the SNR-analysis, increasing the temporal resolution of the sea level results. In addition,
an improved handling of antenna phase centre variations and signal reflection effects will allow time
series of absolute sea level for both analysis methods.
The current GNSS tide gauge installation at the observatory allow to change the height of the an-
tennae in 25 cm steps in the approximate range of 1.5–4.5 m over the sea surface. This will aid in the
evaluation of absolute sea level from the phase-delay analysis and the SNR-analysis method. In addition,
the newly installed bubbler tide gauge at the observatory, promising an even better accuracy than the
previously used traditional tide gauges, will allow further assessment of the quality of the GNSS tide
gauge at the observatory. The previously described qualifications of the new GNSS tide gauge installa-
tion at the Onsala Space Observatory, makes it the perfect GNSS-R installation for systematic studies
and calibration of GNSS-R instruments. It would therefore be of interest to operate other GNSS-R
instruments side-by-side with the current GNSS tide gauge.
For the phase-delay analysis, the plan is to implement a filter-based analysis software as a first step
in developing real-time sea level monitoring. This software will include an improved handling of phase
ambiguity parameters, cycle slips, and outlier editing. In addition, with the promising results from the
double difference phase-delay analysis using integer ambiguity parameters, further development of this
approach is of interest. With these contributions, it would also be interesting to test the software on
other kinematic datasets.
Another future possibility for the GNSS tide gauge at the observatory would be to use multi-GNSS,
multi-frequency, phase-delay analysis and SNR-analysis in a filter approach, in order to benefit from
the individual advantages. From this multi-combination, it should be possible to derive continuous and
accurate absolute GNSS sea level time series in a wide range of sea surface roughnesses.
There are thousands of geodetic GNSS stations in GNSS networks around the world, operated by
different organisations that provide free-of-charge data for research purposes. A subset of these stations
are located next to the ocean and thus record multipath signals from the ocean, which can be used to
determine the sea level. These GNSS tide gauges can be used either on their own, or if traditional tide
gauges exists, as a compliment. It is therefore of great interest to identify suitable stations and to make
sure that the stored data are of the right quality and have the right sampling rate.
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